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WELLESLEY NEWS
Vol. LXII WELLESLEY, MASS., NOVEMBER 21, 1968
New York Pro Musica Group
To Present Medieval Play
No. 11
by Vlrglnln Iilnnkcnhorn '00
(lurst Itcportcr
For those who were privileged
lo hear the Tiny of Unnlol Inst Dc-
eemher or the concert of Floren-
tine music three years ago, it is
joyful news that the Now York
Pro Miislcn will return to Welles-
Icy this year. On Mon. Dec. 2 at
8 p.m. the Houghton Memorial
Chapel will host Pro Musica's pro-
duction of The Piny nf lloriul, the
second medieval French musical
drama which the Pro Musica has
brought to life In recent years.
This performance of Herod, the
only one in the Boston area this
Christmas, is made possible by the
Rebecca Bacharnch Treves Fund.
A very special addition to Pro
Musica's appearance this year will
be i lecture-demonstration on the
subject of the muslc.il Instruments,
to be delivered by Ln None Daven-
port on Monday afternoon at 4.
Aside from his activities within Pro
Musica. for which ho served as
Acting Musical Director following
I he death of Noah Grecnberg, Mr.
Davenport is director of the Man-
hattan Consort and president of
the American Recorder Society.
His all-round musical expertise and
his understanding of the appropri-
ate style of early music have won
him unanimous critical approval,
both with Pro Musica and with his
own ensemble. He is a master of
all members of the recorder fam-
ily, and also plays krumhorn,
sackbut, cornet, and the tenor and
bass viols. Mr. Davenport's lecture
is sponsored by the Wilson Lec-
ture Fund.
Tho Piny
Tho Piny of Herod marks the
culmination of the development of
medieval church drama, a process
which began in the middle of the
tenth century. The earliest dramas
resulted from the singing of brief
sections of the Easter mass in
form of n illnlogue. Gradually this
practice nunc lo lie nssoclnlcd with
feast days oilier limit Easier, and
separate Irndltlnns emerged will)
regard to music drama al Christ-
mas festivals. As years went by
the Christmas dramas expanded in
scope to Include the events of
Epiphany, giving the form a broad
context for dramatic impnet and
nrtlstic coul Inully. New lexis were
wi ll ten, some nf IJiem ixiellenl,
uuil new music was coi))|MMCt1,
making the drnmiis something nl-
logclher separate nrllsilcnlly from
the service of the Mass.
The Play of Meruit is actually
two musical dramas, Herod and
The Slaying of the Innocents, both
written at the monastery of
Fleury In the thirteenth century.
As was Hie case will] nil nf the
church drama, I hey were primar-
ily Intended for religious Inxliiic-
i no. designed In 'Torllfy the fnllh
of the unlettered vulgar and of
neophytes".
The Production
About Pro Musica's production
nf Herod there Is much to say. Im-
mediately it must be noted that
poet Archibald MncLclsh, who
composed narrative poclry lo ex-
plain the sequence of events In
Dimlel, has recently completed
similar narration for Herod. Tho
performance here will be only the
second in which his words have
been included.
Pro Musica has also included
some music which does not nppeor
in the original mniiuscripls of the
Herod plays. The opening proces-
sional "Gilentis Piirllhus" ("The
Prose of | he Ass") and the thlr-
Iccnth-ccnlury motet "Alleluya,
Psallite" have been chosen to fill
otherwise silent spaces in the
drama, as have three thirteenth-
century dances which the instru-
mentalists will play. Several or the
vi.cnl numbers will be repealed al
Hlralegle nimnenls for dramatics
elTcct, mid In Iwo places the slng-
Pin have been luslrueled In Im-
provise nrgnuum, Hint Is, lo nc-
compiiuy tlic melodic line with nn-
Othcr, parallel lo It, at the Inter-
val of a fourth below.
Pro Musica's use of Instrumental
resources Is exlremcly striking.
The three Magi arc followed nbnut
by II small group of players (Mr.
Davenport among Ihem) who by
lllt'lr iiccoiiipaulmeuls give Iho
singing of IlinsP godly kings n lu-
minous quality which the other
singing lacks. King Herod's fear-
some words arc punctuated by
drum-beats, and the ap|>earances of
Mary and the Angels are signaled
by bells.
Tickets Avnllnhlo
Tlekels for The Piny of Herod
and fill' Mr. Davenport's lecture-
•
tt'i» *l rn I Inn will be distributed
In Iho ilol'inllorles on Monday nnd An Angel choir watches over the three Magi In "The Play of Herod,"
Tuesday, November 25 and 2G. to be performed at Welleeley Dec. 2 by the New York Pro Musica.
Faculty Artists To Present
Evening of Baroque Music
Students To Help Interview
Serve On Admissons Board
Ed. Note: The following Is n sum-
mitry of decisions of the Scnntc ad-
missions committee, submitted by
Drbby Hnll '70, chnlrmnn.
In order to implement the ideas
of the Admissions Committee the
first step is to select three students
to act as student representatives to
the Board of Admissions. One soph-
omore, junior, and senior arc to be
elected by a campus-wide election
on Mon., Nov. 25.
1. The position will be a three-
year office for the sophomore, n
two-year office for this year's ju-
nior, and a one-year office for the
senior. The plan is to have a new
sophomore rotate in as the senior
member graduates.
2. These three students will be
official student representatives to
the Board ol Admissions to work
with the Board on policy and gen-
eral matters of concern.
3. The three students will lie re-
sponsible for coordinating the ideas
of the student commlltce on Ad-
missions (nil interested students)
wilh the Admissions Olllce.
Tho first project will be schedul-
ing and organizing an experiment
with student interviewers, involving
personal, group, and campus guide
interview situations. This project
will need a basic network of stu-
dents from nil classes to operate as
interviewers from 8:30-4:30 on
Monday through Frldny and from
8:30-12:30 on Saturday. Watch the
dorm bulletin boards the week
after Thanksgiving to sign up to
be a student interviewer.
Finally, anyone who would be in-
interested in running for one of the
three official student representa-
tives to the Board of Admissions,
or anyone with any questions nt all
contact Dcbby Hnll In Coz 235-80GG
by noon tomorrow, Nov. 22,
Music of the baroque will bo fea-
tured in a concert by members of
the music department foculty this
Sundny nt 8 p.m. in Jewctt Audit-
orium.
Included on the program ore
hoih Instrumental nnd vocal com-
positions. Each selection has been
chosen in pnrt to demonstrate some
of the more extraordinary char-
acteristics of baroque music. Sev-
eral of the pieces, for example, call
for instruments littlo used after
the baroque era; among these are
Ihe oboe d'nmoro, vloln dn gnmbn,
piwltlv niKim and, of course, Ihe
harpsichord,
To upon Ihe progrnm oboist
l-ouls Speycr will perform the Son-
ntn In C minor from Opus 1 of G.
F. Handel, with Isabelle Plaster,
bassoon, and Lola Odiagn. harpsi-
chord, playing the nccompanying
Contlnilo part. Nexl Miss Odiagn,
IllSll'IIClor III liarplsi lii.nl, will piny
ihe "Uiniile" sulle from "Mtislcnl-
Ischor Pnrnnssua" of J.K.P. Fis-
cher. Fischer, a contemporary of
Bach, wrote four of these suites,
each of them dedicated to one of
the four muses. His harpsichord
music is curious for the French
traits it exhibits (Fischer was not
French); it ls nls.i worth noting
Mint Fischer's music was of pro-
found Interest to Bach.
A performance of G. P. Tele-
malm's Sonata in F minor for bas-
soon and continuo will follow, with
Mrs. Plaster assisted by Miss
Odiaga and Miss Grace Feldman,
vloln da gamba. To end the first
half of the concert Mrs. Hazel
O'Donnell, soprano, will perform
a selection from the "Lamcntn-
tlones Jeremlae Prophctoe" of
Johnnn Rosenmuller (c. 1620-1684).
This is nn extraordinary work, part
of a tradition of setting the Lamen-
tations which began in the late
sixteen century and continued
through Ihe eighteenth. The pecul-
iar Intensity of the text nnd the
solemnity of the music mnke this
probobly the most remarkable
work on the program. In this per-
formance Miss Odiaga will play the
posltlv organ instead of the harpsi-
chord.
After intermission music of Joh-
nnn Sebastian Bach (d. 1750) will
be [onUircd. Miss Odlngo and Miss
Feldman will play his Sonata in
l» IMnjiir fur harpsichord and viola
da gamba, in which the two in-
struments are treated as equals;
the harpsichord is in no sense a
continuo instrument here. Finally,
Mrs. O'Donnell and the ensemble
will perform selections from two
of Bach's cantatas. The first is the
aria "Es half cs mit dor blinden
Welt" from Cantata No. 94, and
features Mr. Speyer playing oboe
d'amore, an instrument with a
slightly lower range and a pear-
shaped bell which produces a some-
what mellower sound than does the
usual oboe. Closing the program
will be n recitntlve and aria from
the Weeding Cnntatn, one o( Bach's
seculnr works in this genre.
May 8 Committee Cites More Progress:
Blacks Hired, Waddel! Booklet Published
Editor's Nolo: Members or tho
May 8 committee wish to keep the
community "iqi-to-ilnto" on the pro-
lan's., being nuiiln by that commit-
tee. Tho Committee continues to
serve In nil ndvlsory capacity to
Miss Ruth M. Adnms, President of
the College, as the arrangements of
last May rcneh tho flnnl singes of
Implementation. The current report
Is printed here:
Since last August, five black em-
ployees have been hired In tho food
seivlces department. In addition,
there Is one blnck security mnn,
and lour "classified salary plan"
employees. Three employees from
other minority groups have also
been hired.
Secondly, the Martin Luther
King Memorial Fund Committee Is
beginning to meet to plan some
events for Ibis year. Serving on the
committee are Mrs. Robert Preyer,
associate professor of history nnd
director of the Afro-American stu-
dies major, Mrs. George II. Conant,
assistant professor of biology, and
Academic Council representative;
Francie Guy '71, president of Eth-
os; Jenny Bell '70, campus chair-
man of Ethos; and Tammy Harris
'71, Senate's representative.
Finally, the Admissions Office is
currently printing n brochure de-
scribing the Waddell Fellowship
Program for 1969-70. This lnioklet
will be sent to all member schools
of the United Negro College Fund.
The Committee hopes than any
member of the community with
suggestions for an individual to
direct Wellesley's Preparatory Stu-
dies Program will make them avail-
able to the President, and that
other suggestions or questions will
bo directed to the May 8 Commit-
tee.
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Salary Change
To the editor:
In supplement to News* report
on the Oct. 15 resolutions for
change and In support of Mr. Cox's
letter in the Nov. 14 issue, I am
happy to report on the construc-
tive action taken by faculty and
administration In another critical
area: faculty salaries.
Early this fall the Wellesley Col-
lege Chapter of the American As-
sociation of University Professors
(AAUP) prepared an extensive re-
l>ort comparing Wellesley's salary
scale with salaries In the Seven
Sisters and some other "peer" col-
leges.
The report with its conclusions
that present salnrics arc Inadequate
and that "Immediate attention be
given to a program of continuing
substantial increases" was endors-
ed by 85 per cent of the faculty,
and copies were sent via Miss
Adams to the Board of Trustees.
On Oct. 31 Miss Adams proposed
a new and substantially increased
salary scale for next year, subject
to the approval of the Board of
Trustees at their next meeting.
Meanwhile the AAUP and the ad-
ministration are continuing discus-
sion about present compensation
and programs for the future.
Plans have also been made for an
Informal meeting of the AAUP






the 1000 students who failed to vote
there were genuine questions and
reservations.
As co-ordlnator of the referen-
dum I apologize for failing to in-
clude background material on the
process and "senior-ity" of the se-
lection. I was very impressed by
the applications and wanted to get
them well circulated. Also, when
one is very involved in mechanics,
one tends to forget that everyone
else has not been bouncing through
the same steps and simply doesn't
know what has been happening on
the bureaucratic level.
In brief: seven of the eleven ap-
plicants for the committee were
seniors. Two of the four under-
classmen did not want to be on the
committee itself but wanted only
to do research for it. A committee
consisting of CG president Hillary
Rodhan, Court Chief Justice Jan
McDonald, News edltor-in-chlef
Penny Ortner, all '69, and Student
Uneasiness Is . .
.
To the editor:
Mrs. Sampson's comments on my
letters raise some interesting Issues
which perhaps merit further dis-
cussion.
I did not say that social move-
ments can be explained solely In
terms of psychological variables
such as personal hang-ups. I said
that the proposed solutions to so-
cial problems might be less than
meaningful if personal hang-ups do
intrude. Many examples of this
exist. The director of admissions
has been given the authority to
admit 25 students with unique
qualifications next year. What do
you bet that the number will not
exceed this limit? I suspect that
the basic views and policies of those
involved in admissions have not
changed much. There has merely
been some concession made to the
progressive trend on campus. I am
Mrs. Sampson takes exception to
the statement that college authori-
ties should advise but not dictate
on personal matters. This Is inter-
esting on two counts. First, college
authorities do indeed "dictate" to
faculty on such matters. I can best
illustrate this from my stay at
Brandeis where the "dirt" was
more open. Herbert Marcuse was
"retired" because of his radical
views. A professor was "not re-
hired" because he had protested
the University's restriction of free
speech. Another professor (who
with his wife was also a head of
house) was "not rehired" because
of his unorthodox dress and close
friendships with students. I feel
sure that Wellesley College would
"part" with a faculty member who
admitted, for example, to taking
drugs or about whom it was known
that he or she had unusual beliefs.





Reactions to the CG referendum
giving students the opportunity to
approve or to disapprove the selec-
tion of Susan Graber '69, Jan Krig-
baum '69 and Kris Olson '69 as
student representatives on the
Structural Revision Committee var-
ied from one "I couldn't enre less"
to about 90 per cent approval.
Among the remaining ten per cent
and also perhaps among some of
Education and National Student As-
sociation representative Susie Nel-
son '70 Interviewed applicants and
made the solecllon on the basin of
the Ideas expressed In the applica-
tions and of the artlculatcness dem-
onstrated In the interview.
This method seemed to Senate to
be much fairer and more quality-
oriented than having eleven names
thrown out to the community at
large. The purpose of tho referen-
dum was to give stiMonls a chance
to voice support for tho throe will)
will act as their ropiesentallves on
the committee. The hope Is that
the Structural Revision Commit-
tee's work will be completed this
year; however, the question of
greater student representation
(which would Include underclass-
men) will definitely be brought up




not against these minimal changes
but I would rather see n more basic
change In (ho attitudes of those
malting decisions at Wellesley Col-
lege. Mm. Sampson did not com-
ment herself on whether she felt
thnt the proposals that I was com-
menting upon were meaningful or
not.
Regarding the Issue of "attack"
Versus "recruit," again I feel (hat
Wellesley should change, Indeed I
suggested ways. However, my
point si III remains Hint change In
the Institution may not always he
In tho Interest of the recruited stu-
dents Might those students have
been better off elsewhere? Again,
Mrs. Sampson does not comment
upon this. I feel that Indeed some
students might suffer ns a result
of Iho changes. I feel thnt this
should not Impede change but that
II Is our duly to pay special ntlou-
I Itiii In the needs of those students
who might suffer ns a result of our
desire to change Wellesley.






A second point that perhaps is
more Important Is thnt I included
students, faculty, and staff togeth-
er Intentionally, Just as I referred
to Iho college "community." Ger-
ald Fnrher In his nrtlclc "The Stu-
dent as Nigger" (UCLABmln Spec-
tra, April 4, 1967) commented up-
on the harriers between faculty and
student. For example, Farber
wrote "If I eat in the student cafe-
teria, I Income known as the edu-
cational oqulvnlont of n nigger lov-
er." I ehoSe my words carefully
because I feel that the l>ost educa-
tional setting Is where the barriers
mni Imundarles between the stu-
dents, fncully, and staff are mini-
mal. I believe that education (of
students by faculty and of faculty
by students) can better proceed
when there Is more communica-
tion and more equality between
uliidenl, fncully, and staff.
Mrs. Sampson Is unhappy thul I
am uneasy. I have proposed, for
example, that Wellesley go coedu-
cational and I will press vigorously
toward this end. But I have talked
to students who are unhappy about
such a proposal. They chose Wel-
lesley because it Is a girls' college.
I think it better for Wellesley to
change but I reserve the right to
feel uneasy and to question my





Room F, the Well, to tea, to a
meeting — the possibilities are in-
numerable. The idea is to give the
high school students a feeling for
what college life Is like. They will
be here for lunch and dinner; be-
yond that the program is up to the
Individuals.
One afternoon on Wellesley's
campus is not going to change any-
one's life. The follow-up on this
project is vital. The Wellesley stu-
dents should keep in touch with
their high school counterparts. We
should help them to get the inform-
ation they need and are not getting
through guidance councilors and
teachers. When and where ore
SAT's given? Or more fundament-
ally, what are they like? How do
you prepare for them? How con
you get scholarship aid from state
and federal governments? How do
you find out about different col-
leges?
Sign-up lists for the HSP will be
posted in the dorms after the
Thanksgiving break. If the HSP is
to succeed, a large number of stu-
dents should agree to give a small
amount of their time. With several
hundred Wellesley students in-
volved, each girl would meet only






to A COSMETIC DEMONSTRATION





FREE GIFT OF MARY QUANT MAKE-UP KIT
(consisting of mascara, lipstick, eye gloss, and eye shadow)










It seems sometimes as if the
campus suffers from an acute case
of the Projects. From that first
good idea someone had, the disease
has spread. We all thought we had
reached the limit of all possible
plans, programs and reform move-
ments. Yet when Vincent Haynes
of the Roxbury-Wcst Dorchester
APAC Center told us about the day
a group of high school students, in-
cluding his son, spent at Yale, we
changed our minds. His enthusi-
asm about the impression that day
made on his son convinced us that
Wellesley had not reached the satu-
ration point.
So, In coordination with Miss
Burnetto and Mr. London we form-
ulated the High School Project. Its
purpose is not to recruit specifi-
cally for Wellesley, but to interest
students from underprivileged
schools in higher education. A
ninth or tenth grader who has nev-
er considered going to college still
has time to change his mind. What
he needs Is Information about the
inabilities open to him and some
encouragement
The HSP will bring groups of
high school freshmen and sopho-
mores from the public schools of
Boston to Wellesley for an after-
noon. They will come in small
groups, perhaps groups of 10 or 12,
to avoid the impersonal atmos-
phere of a class field trip. Each
student will be met by a Welles-
ley student who may take, her to
a class, on a tour of the campus, to
Fire Hazard
To the editor:
This week we have been threat-
ened with a soven-in-the-mornlng
fire drill In Tower Court. I'd like
to tell you how I think it will
turn out,
When thai fearsome fire bell
rings at that ungodly hour in any-
body's morning, It usually takes
you a few seconds to orient your-
self to what Is happening outside.
But this passes, and you leap out
of bed towards the light, which
must be on even during the day
according to the rules. Tripping
over the lelephono wire on your
wny back across the room to the
window, you try to remember
where you left the ribbon which is
your only way of holding back the
curtains. Luckily, you find it on
the window seat and hasten to
tie it around the curtain. Now to
close the window which has been
open throughout the night. |De-
pending on its vintage, fastening
this window can be no laughing
matter. You realize In a panic that
already half of the allotted time
has gone by. You turn back to the
room proper and decide what to
do next. Ah, yes. You must move
out your bookcase In order to reach
the electrical outlet, for of course
you must disconnect your clock
radio, a safety regulation included
In the Fire Rules. You bend the
prongs a little in pulling it out of
the plug, but you're in a hurry.
Now there but remains the matter
of getting yourself ready to go
outside. Sturdy shoes. Unfortu-
nately, your only pair of sturdy
shoes are new loafers which take
some effort to put on. Another crit-
ical few seconds. A warm coat.
Which is, of course, in the very
back of your closet. The towel you
need Is tucked away in the bottom
of your laundry bag waiting for
the morning wash. Dig, baby, dig.
Time Is fast running out. Towel
over your shoulder, you start to
look for your ever-elusive wallet.
Which purse did you leave it in
this time? Five purses and an-
other half-minute later, you clutch
this valuable Item to your breast.
Valuable? Uh-oh, what to take?
Casting about desperately, you
light upon your camera, and you
hope that you are finally ready to
depart. But one last tiling — shut
your transom and open your door.
The time continues to tick relent-
lessly by, and so you gather your-
self together and head for the ap-
propriate fire exit Pleased with
yourself at having scrupulously
observed all fire regulations. But
when you look out at all those
earnest faces and curlered heads at
the door ,you realize with a sink-
ing feeling that you have forgot-
ten your official fire drill checker
pencil, which is probably blazing
away somewhere upstairs with the
transom closed and the door open
So the fire drill was ten min-
utes long who's counting?
Insincerely,
Lisalee Anne Wells '70
Tower Court East
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Ecologist Augurs Dim Fate for Crowded Earth
by Robert Shoop
Assistant Professor of Biology
Kil. Note: Mr. Shoop teaches
'nvironmental biology und pop-
ulation and community ecology.
NEWS oskcU him to comment
on present und future Implica-
tions of United States and world
population growth rates.
The quality of life for us, our
children, and the rest of humanity
rests on our ability to slow, If not
slop, our relatively uncontrolled
population Increase. For much of
Ihe world it is already too late; our
planet has already produced more
people than It can feed, and the
dietary and social consequences of
this Irresponsible breeding will soon
reach us in the United States. Our
problems with pollution, urban the sea may be prophetic:
sprawl, national pork over-use,
rapidly rising farmland values,
etc. are only the symptoms of over-
population and a lagging, and ex-
pensive, technology. "Don't worry,
You will mourn us with
your surges as a mother still
rocks an Infunt long after It hus
ceased to breathe."
We keep hearing that the birth
Workers Organize
To Boycott Grapes
SCIENCE will save us," Perhaps rote in the United States Is de-
for a very few years the sciences dining; It is down 26% since 1957.
will help cushion the blow, but we The actual number of births per
had best prepare now to solvage year has decrcuscd 15% slnco that
the wreckage. yCar, yet lust year we Increased
Too Many People our United States population by
Whether It be famine, pollution, 1,800.000 people — only slightly
too-high pesticide levels, psycho- more than the population of India
logical disorders resulting from Is estimated to Increase EACH
high densities of people, and to MONTH! Our families are too
some extent pestilence and ther- large, and the average age of the
monuclear war, the base of the children's mothers continues to de-
problem Is the same — too many crease. In 15 to 20 years there
people. John Beechcr'a words about will be ono and a half times as
many women capable of bearing
children.
Lemming*
At the present time couples seri-
ously considering producing fam-
ilies of more than two. at most
three, children belong to the group
of out-dated and llve-for-toduy
thinkers the world can no longer
afford. Those wishing large fam-
ilies should adopt the additional
children. In our lifetimes we will
see people starve, not only because
they are likely to be poor, but be-
cause there will not be enough to
go around. I hope they are not
our children. When will we stop
admiring the families of 10 or 15
or 4 and realize that now we cannot
tolerate a desire to emulate lem-
mings? The problem will be solved
naturally In our biosphere as it Is
with lemmings; there will be an
Increase in the death rate.
Our decisions on desirable fam-
ily size will have vast consequences
In only a few years. Surely, any
conscientious and thinking person
does not want to burden himself
and the rest of humanity with com-
petition for food and a removal of
the things that set humans apart
from other animals. The majority
of Americans, except certain
groups (the college-educated black,
the forelgn-bom, and the Jew), ap-
parently want the burden. Are the
exceptions the only responsible
citizens?
Many biologists know the con-
sequences of overpopulation and
the need for a stabilized population
bused on food supply and other
life requirements (environmental
and psychic), but apparently they
have not carried the message to
enough people. Other disciplines
—
economics, social and behavioral
sciences, political science and
others also need to spread the word
and prepare models for an econ-
omy, society, and political system
geared for a stable population in
which the individual is not reduced
to an "average state".
Today, instead of jogging to get
in shape for the future, start eat-
ing one light meal a day for a week
(with vitamins) to see how it will
be for many. Do your priorities
change?
by Susan Helnemann '70
Last Sunday The New York
Times Magazine ran an article by
Dick Meister on the California
grape strikers. Last Sunday grapes
were served at supper in the
dorms.
When questioned about the
grapes purchased by the College
this fall, Miss Elizabeth Cornwall,
director of food service, com-
mented, "We try to plan as much
fresh fruit as we can, and, of
course, we buy whatever is in sea-
son. We are giving the girls what
they want."
Where They're From
"We purchase our food through
the Boston market," she explained,
"and it's the availability of the
Boston market which determines
what we can or cannot buy. We
never do know where it's coming
from. Sometimes it'll come from
one place, sometimes from an-
other — wherever they can get
it."
"We will still serve whatever
grapes we con get," she added.
It they happen to be California
grapes that's too bad. It's Just like
any olher fruit; we'll serve what
we can get."
A telephone call to the Boston
purveyor revealed that the Col-
lege's grapes do come from Cali-
fornia.
Boycott
The nationwide grape boycott
grew out of a strike begun In De-
lano Valley in September 1965.
The pickers want union contracts.
Unlike industrial employers, grape
growers do not huve to recognize
Ihe right to unionize. Furm work-
ers are not protected by the Na-
tional Labor Relations Act, the
Federal law which guarantees the
right of collective bargaining and
prohibits unfair labor practices.
In describing the vineyard work-
ers' conditions, Meister statesMost farm workers live, at best.'
in sterile, prisonlike compounds
and, at worst, in crumbling shan-
jes in rural slums, and have Ut-
ile voice in community affairs.Nor do they have much say on the
Job, where they may work 10 or
hours a day. six and seven
At first the boycott was di-
rected agulnst the Glumarra Cor-
poration, the largest grower In
California. Selecting one grower
proved difficult, and other grow-
ers tried to protect Giumarra
by putting their brand name la-
bels on his grapes. Thus, the boy-
cott was expanded to include all
California luble grapes.
Response
Strikers and their supporters
threaten to picket and demonstrate
against markets, schools, city agen-
cies and other buyers who pur-
chase grapes. Several stores, uni-
versities, school districts and cities
huve already cooperated. Political
candidates like Senator Eugene
McCarthy, Vice-President Hubert
Humphrey und the lute Scnutor
Robert Kennedy supported the
grape workers. President-elect
Richard Nixon, however, opposes
the movement, and Chavez is pes-
simistic about Federal support in
Ihe next four years.
Meister quotes Chavez us prom-
ising, "Willi or wllhoiil a law wo
will continue to struggle . .
.
Stiro
we know it will lake lime. But
when we win in Dcluno, we'll win
everywhere; we're lighting the
strike of the century for our peo-
ple ..
. There's no turning back
now." Striking farm workers are urging widespread public support for an all-out boycott of California grapes.
Civic Groups Open Channels of Communications
iL»
- —j i ..... lauu a
'lays a week, often lacking such
-imple amenities as toilets and
clean drinking water."
Their average yearly income is
we I below the established pover-
ty-level figure. Workers are not
entitled lo any unemployment
compensation, pension plans or
medical plans in California. In ad-
rtition, there is no Job security
workers may be fired at any time'
Tactics
The movement is led by Cesar
( haveit, an intelligent, deter-
mined Mexican-American. His
union emphasizes grass roots par-
ticipation, with the pickers them-
selves directing It. Non-violence'












»' Chavez re-a ized that the strikers alone could
not effect change. Otuside finan-
ca), pohtical and social forces
v ere enisled. The s.rike grew into
i
b°Came 0 nationwide
boycott. As growers can easily im-port scab labor from Mexico, a
boycott is a necessary weapon.
by Anu-Murlu Connolly '70
Cambridge city politics Is a mu-
Jor concern of Ingrld Stadler, pro-
fessor of philosophy, and of her
husband Steven Stadler. Mr. Stad-
ler Is a member of the Citizens
Advisory Council, a committee of
concerned citizens appointed by tho
city manager. The Council serves
us a pipeline to the Inlluuntiul
fuctlons of the community. Other
members of the Council Include
representatives of the major
churches, banks, and businesses of
Cambridge as well as stand-ins for
Nathan Pusey and Howard John-
son. The C.A.C. has little power
in itself yet it functions as an ef-
fective lobby in City Council and
as a channel of communication to
the city manager.
Under present consideration by
the C.A.C. is a proposal to extend
the rapid transit of the M.B.T.A.
beyond Harvard Square. The pro-
posal is a topic of much contro-
versy, since the extension would
necessitate tearing up Harvard
ECONOMICS OF THE
GHETTO
"Economics of the Ghetto," a
course taught by Mrs, Nelson
S. Bell, professor of economics,
and offered next semester as
Economics 215, will be under
discussion at tho Friends of
Economics meeting Tues., Doc.
3 ut 7:30 p.m. In the Pope
Room. All students interested In
this course, for either this year
or next, arc Invited to meet
with Mrs. Bell and othor Inter-
ested students to help determine
tho focus und structure of tho
course.
Squuro for over Iwu years and tho
probable loss of land in u residen-
tial urea.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Stadler are
active in the Cambridge Civic As-
sociation, an independent political
leform movement ugalnst a corrupt
utlmJnlsl ration. The CCA, is u
slruiigo composite ol wuyback lll>-
eruls ami current eonservullvcH.
The Assoclullon recommends cun-
dldutcs for city offices and lobbies
before City Council for progressive
sociul mcusures.
Housing Problems
Of major importance now is the
city's housing problem. "Cam-
bridge, with Its proximity to Bos-
Ion and its small town utmosphore,
Is a desirable pluce to live. Because
of the universities, many people
with old ties retire here," states
Mr. Stadler. "The influx of stu-
dents has caused a housing short-
age. Landlords can and do get ex-
orbitant prices from students. This
forces out low Income families. The
only new housing being built is the
high rise luxury apartments."
The Civic Association is pres-
suring Hurvurd and MIT to pledge
ii certuin percentage of their real
estute to low cost housing. In ad-
dition It is lobbying for effective
rent control and public housing for
the elderly.
The CCA. encourages students,
especially gruduate students to get
Involved In city affulru. Research
Into the organlzutlonal problems
of city depurtmcnts is essential be-
fore proposals for improvement
cun be made. Mr. Stadler suggests
Ihut students could be very effect-
live. He mentioned that the incum-
bent city manager is receptive to
new ideus.
Antagonisms
The Civic Association has also
worked with the black community.
The Cambridge Black Community
placed before city council last
spring a series of grievances and
u list of demands to be acted upon.
The CCA. would like to endorse
the proposed changes. But says
Mr. Stadler, "If the City Council
concedes to our joint effort, the
bargaining power of the black com-
munity Is weakened. It is a very
delicate situation."
Mr. and Mrs. Stadler discussed
the antagonism of the blue-collar
community toward the money pow-
ers and the universities. The an-
tagonism continually manifests it-
self in anti-student sentiment. The
Stadlers suggest student involve-
ment in local affairs as a possible
means to dispel this feeling.
ALUMNAE RELATIONS
Students Interested In contact-
ing alumnue In their home areas
over Christmas vacation to dis-
cuss college-alumnae relations
und communications are asked
to call i.liiian Miller '69 at 235-
1729.
THINK NOW
The MIT class schedule fur
second semester will not be
aviillulilc until Jan. 6. Wellesley
students interested In taking
MIT courses next semester ore
urged to start planning now as
to first choices and alternate
courses. Permission forms will
be uvnllablo Id tho Recorder's
olllce on Dec. 2 and arc due Jan.
10. Sheets with complete direc-
tions and relevant Information
uro available now In the Re-





Wellesley Sq. CE 5-3603
Across from the South Shore
National Bank
Open Friday night 8 til 9 p.m.
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Baianchine's 'Apollo' Splendid Gardner Views Communication
As Necessary for City Coalitions
Mr. Haggin, praised as a "critic
by Cyn Kong '70, an integrated ballet. The tendency,
Calfle Samuels '70, and however is for the viewer to atom-
Dorsey Ye&rley '70 fze the movements in the final
Guest Reporters performance as they were pre-
Last Friday a Wellesley audi- scnted in the demonstration, so x
ence was presented with the extra- ,nat or| e is left with a string of by Fat Nicely 71 The Urban Coalition there agreed the bad ones aren't getting the kind
ordinary opportunity of viewing beads, albeit brilliant gems indl- The urgent need for communlca- with the Ocean Hill-Brownsville of criticism they need."
the combined talents of B. H. Hag- vidually, rather than a feeling for tlon between disparate groups in community and proposed Its own Although x the emphasis of the
gin, Edward Villella, Patricia Mac- ,ne unity and progression of the American cities was the theme of solution to the strike, which was NUC Is mainly local, city groups
Bride, and Robert Irving In a ballet. Prof. John Gardner's lecture on the rejected not only by the United find themselves eventually turning
lecture demonstration of George The ballet opens with on unusual *^a"onnl Urban Coalition at MIT Federation of Teachers but also by to Federal legislation and lobbying
Baianchine's ballet Apollo. birth scene in which Leto, Apollo's Tnurs- N°v. 14. union representatives within the us they realize their need for na-
mother. produces the god Apollo
"No major city can solve its Coalition. "But at least we can tlonal assistance. "We must recog-
ln beautiful and expressive move- Problems today without taking s°y lbey didn't do any worse than nize the enormity of the problem
lecture by noting Stravinsky's par- ments. Here as elsewhere In the S,CPS 'o repair communication," he anyone else in New York," said of our cities and attack It at all
ticular facility as a composer of ballet, there Is a great deal of emphasized. Mr. Gardner, who Is Gardner. levels, national as well as local,"
ballet music. Illustrating his lec- bodily icontact, but Balanchinc Germeshausen Visiting Professor at T"0 Boston Coalition was also Gardner said. He added that mem-
ture with excerpts from several manages to find movements which MIT, is former secretary of Health, citcd as having had difficulties in bers of the NUC have been in con-
scores by Stravinsky, Mr. Haggin are orgonic but not offensive, to Education and Welfare and cur- recent months, but Gardner said tact with the incoming Adminls-
showed how the pulsing rhythms, refine ond purify his motif into an rcntly head of the National Urban he nn<1 been working In Western tration and he thinks he "will bedynamic silences, and clossicol essential gesture thus avoiding Coalition. The NUC was formed ci,ies recently and was not up-to- able to get close to Nixon with thepurity of the music for Apollo forcing any unpleasant or Intrusive after the 1967 city riots to "bring (lato local problems. problems of the cities "
provided an added creative im- sensations on the viewer. His ballet together elements In American life Establishment Crumbles
pulse to Baianchine's already fertile is peppered with amusing Balon- thnt do not normally collaborate "The typical city of today is inimagination. chinesoue witticisms; at the same to solve public problems." Todav fragments." he said. "The suburbs
In discussing the choreography timc hc develops several linked there are 39 coalitions In cities nrc out of touch with the central
of Apollo, Mr. Haggin had the "nd progressively complicated pat- throughout the country and each city and City Hall Is out of touch
dancers demonstrate basic ballet ,crns which ultimately resolve Into Rroup Includes such local elements with the ghetto, as well as with














",mn* """" mm UUwM himliifiw communities/' K""H>«.'
naMerns „r r\S . T W" V\mm* wn " " ,P "pr,Ml ( '"mhv,r »olp''- finnliiPrnnM that liefore minority
nd var ed bv tl e nWec^
.'..mplonw,,. ftir Mljw M.u Mrldn's II- pointed „,,| Mini the unique- K"»ip loi..ln.-» join the coalition,
hall movS n P." I f»«jl"lno Rince as „CM of the NUC lies In lis ability M»lr community had to be organ-
SpresXnTand^ 1 n'e n J " W,Uu\ S embrace all elements and prob- and mobilized to the extent
bacr'a1i7le/movements g „l& h"U'? £ T loms of lhe c,l,cs In which they that It could choose leadership.
M, HaSr^re was direc- wff m' t u'ider e A7££ "TmUM ,S iT? * ^ *"^d toward an intelligent audience formancc. LSSSl! X !^^?}^- ^SSSS^StmZ
Americans II Is even harder."
nilded, however, Hint Inclus-
r. aggin's lecture hich ust unde l such o n»
«""">"• «"r greatest strength is
te




that was assumed to be unfamiliar Gernldlnc ST 0 iff SoulS K "° T"' Tl<\<™»<'"» P«"« ,,m°"with the formal elements of Imllel H.,||et Company lutwirvlnl their f™Rmoiilc«l, overlapping «•'" n-
It provided the audionce the chance mlcs ns Pnlvliviimln , „,i L •'"""•'"nlly efforts." _ He
..... ii '-'"i ». V * I ' 'I'll iiinHl theaudiei.e o* lis olyhymnia and Calliope
to Kllmpse Into the dancer's total with u brilliant n.lnw-llUe pro-
world of practice clothes, exercises clslon. Their slmrpiioss mill enPitty
and rehearsals as well ns see the Mood ns an Interesting contrast
more familiar presentation of the to Miss MacBride's rounder, softer
costumed and polished perform- style and are Indicative of the
Fi'ilernl Tsars' I"'" "f nil local groups Is Important
"Tlin colliml problem I lie NUC '" "»c t'oiillllntw' work. Dictating
fliers Is Hint must of our ellles K"hllliilis Is iilil-fnshiniicil because
have lost commnml of themselves "today people want to have their
and their futures." Gardner say-"
Gardner citcd some of the
COMING EVENTS
Students are reminded to
check the weekly calendar for
listings of events that will occur
in the week after Thanksgiving
weekend. News will not be pub-
lished next Thursday. Special
ntlenlion Is called to these
events:
Dee. S: Dr. Bryan K. Wilson
from Oxford University, speak-
ing on "Mllleniallst Movements
In the Modern World," Pope
Room, 4:15 p.m.
Dee. 4: Latin and Greek De-
partment panel on teaching
Latin In schools today, Pope
Room, 4:15 p.m.
Dee. 5: Lecture by Emir
Rodriguez Monegnl. in English
on Latin American Literature,
sionsorcd by the Spanish de-
partment. 105 Pendleton. 7:45
p.m.
THE WORD'S MUMS
The chrysanthemums In ..
Margaret C. Ferguson Green-
houses are now In the height of
their bloom, according to Mrs.
Harriet B. Crelghton, professor
"f botany. The greenhouses ore
open every day from 8 to 4:80.
n in t mining and background. !• over. of venture-capital corporations,
nl of It was a inre opportunity for Absolute local nulonnmy In the "'"I local Improvements In the
- the Wellesley audience to hear ex- n'Wl <>f Hie (''mill Ion, wllli Ihn nn- "WS of housing, education, youth
plained and see performed one of ,l "n " 1 mwinlznllnii providing guld- opportunities nnd local race con-
ii,,. Bolnnchlne's early ballels In which nnce ni"' assistance ns cncli clly flleto, which are the priority tar-
"ere born many of the personal Program requires It. Local groups Rets of the NUC.
K «f stylistic elements and idiomatic have had varying degrees of sue- Close to Nixon
motifs which reoccur in his later cess. "Every coalition that's been He admitted, however, that the
ballets. It was even a rarer tceat 'n existence a year or more will work done so far is only a small
to see the ballet performed by the hit one insoluble problem." said beginning of what must be done
outstanding members of Rolan- Gardner. He cited the New York "The worst thing we can do Is
nines own enmpnny. city school strike ns nn example. ilifWile Willi the problem, which Is_ " •* I'll 'AMI
23 Wellesley Students To Recruit Over Thanksgiving
Twenty-three Wellesley students Dlerdre Parker '72
WalinS^£t^,!h"U,},,Ud? •",m"ICn nnrt nempitoad, N.Y.:
1973 oVer »
°f Sharon ShePherd 72 and Janet
Th« f a X
h
.
BnksglvlnR vncntion. McDonald '69.
ajftws s.-ss s s»£si -
Houston and San Antonio, Tex.,
nnd New Orleans, La.: Alvla
Wnrdlaw "69.
Ilrooldlnc mid Boston suburbs,
Muss.: Susan Richnrds '72.
Dnylonn llcneli, nnd iTnnksonvlllo,
I'ln.S Stephiuile Glllls. grndunle
sliiilenl.
who I we're dnlng now," he sold, re-
ferring to iion-conlltlon efforts.
"The good programs aren't getting





Airport— $8.50 & Tolls
Lctd. Beside Well, nills Tnxl














Francil,e Ghnriesion. W. Va -. Patty Alsupusan 69 and Francine Guy 71 72 p
Montclnlr. N.J.: Michele Tingling Petersburg and Richmond, Va.,
New York City. N.Y.: Margaret ^
Bn,l,m^. »««'• Betty Brown
gX^'g^iy A,- : «*»^
Commissioner Jones lo Speak,
To View FTC and Consumers
Miss Mary Gardiner Jones, one in her ioh She Is nic« „„. in
ffltasiM Sir fr,,m ,v s
1 :30 p.m.
Sponsored jointly by the Politi-
Tho F!'rr wns this summer




-|c« covertly under ottack
Friends of Economics, Miss Jones' y U,llph Nndcr - the "Professional"




mer protector and the sev-
Agehcies and Consumer Protec-v
°r
u .
w studcnte recent law
tlon." As a Wellesley alumna the f u \ B™dunt«» wh° volunteered
commissioner has returned often
,
,
p m investiRate the corn-
to the campus to speak from her
mlsslon
-
legal and economic experience. Nndor's Itnldcrs
Last spring she addressed an audi- Because there are only five com-
ence as a panelist on the topic of mlssloncrs. each Is singularly Im-
women in politics, in observance of portant. Miss Jones, as the only
the twenty-fifth anniversary of the woman, represented both a special
Wellesley Washington Internship position and a special problem to
Program. This summer, one of the "Nader's Raiders." Her dogmatic
Vassar interns worked with Com- and, in her position, justinable de-
missioner Jones in the F.T.C. fense of the Commission activities
Political Economics thwarted them occasionally.A staunch defender of the ae- Miss Jones Is n graduate or Yale
Uvltles or the F.T.C, Miss Jones Law School, nnd practiced law bc-
is realistic enough to recognize the fore her appointment to the
political savvy that is demanded Commission.
4
Oakland, Calir.: June Corey 70,













Weekend positions available for
sklora to Instruct high school
boys nnd girls. Prior Instruction
experience not required. Good


















WTLUILrr, MAS*. O 21*1
P"o»it« rinNm In tub
Ruling alone h no fun! Bring nlonp n friend for lunch or
snack on cither Friday evening or Sunday afternoon. Get two
meals for the price of one
at the
WELLESLEY GOURMET
27 Grove St., Wellesley
237-1450






Full tuition for one year
plus
$500 cash grant
Open to senior women
Interested In business careers
os assistants to
administrators and executives.
Write any Gibbs school
for application.
Residences.
National acatdltollon b, ACBS.
21 Miilboroufh St., BOSTON, MASS. 02118
200 Pirk Ave., NEW TORK, N. T. 10017
33 Plymouth St., MONTCLAIR, H, I. 07042
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Special Education Supplement
Administrator Lauds Dean Speaks to Coed Issue
Experiment with MIT
by Ann Sherwood 'CO
Stressing the necessity of educa-
tional rather than social benefit as
the motivation for coeducation, Phi-
lip M. Phibbs, executive assistant
lo the President of the College,
sees coeducation, not in doctrinaire
terms, but as one consideration in
the determination of what kind of
future will be best for Wellesley.
Mr. Phibbs points to the MIT ex-
change program as Wellesley's an-
swer to the ten-college arrangement
recently undertaken by Vnssar,
Smith, Holyoke, Wheaton, and
their male counterparts. He stres-
ses the "experimental" aspect of
by Ann Sherwood "60 insist that co-education at Welles-
Recognizing coeducation as one lcy start "from strength rather
of the options and indeed necessary ,nan weakness."
. considerations for Wellesley at this Citing impressive comparisons of
.mmedlate cocduca Ion ns what is ^ phyl|)s j Fleminc Dcnn Wcllesley with the other six of the
best for Wellesley In the future. Qf ^ Co„cgCi ncvcrlhe icss would Seven Sisters. Miss Fleming noted
Miss Adams Speaks In Cleveland
Terms MIT Exchange Successful
that Wellesley is unique, first in its
location, and hence the availability
of faculty and resources, and in its
opportunities for more extensive
coordination and cross-registration.
"Maybe the idea of the future is an
area university, with cross-registra-
tion all over," she suggested, cau-
tioning students that her remarks
were simply ideas, and neither "of-
ficial," nor "plans."
"Coeducation is not going to
solve all the problems," she insist-
ed. "But it may be one of them
(the problems),, she said, indicat-
ing that she and other members of
the administration have Wellesley
and coeducation high on the list of
ideas which need consideration. Re-
calling the fact that all of her edu-
cation was received in coeducation-
Kdllor's note: The following re- She added that the Educational entcd Negro students Is intense,
nmrkl were attributed to MIkh Testing Service of Princeton Is cur- All colleges feel they have a re-
Ruth M. Adams, President of the rcntly studying new ways of Men- sponslbility towards them."
College, by the, Clovclnnd Plain tlflcatlon. In Conclusion
Denier. Miss Adams spoke In Clove- Miss Adams comments also in- The lead sentence of the article
the program, and notes that it |nml to somc 200 alumnae and their eluded statistics reporting a stu- establishes the state of Wcllesley al Institutions, Miss Fleming laughs
grew, not out of panic, but from a |,HM |,nn ,is Tue«., Nov. 12. In ad- denl body numbering 1785, twenty- todny, vls-n-vis coeducation, accord- and assures students that she has
real concern for the educntlonnl op-
portunities of the Wcllesley under-
graduate.
Idllon, idle wo* Interviewed by the |tor cent of whom arc on scholar- ing to recent Presidential talks nothing against either coeducation
Plain Dnttar society Oilllor. nhl|M. "There ftro approximately with Alumnae: "Wellesley College, or boys! But she did remark at the
The headline remit "Wellesley 30 NflRrnwi enrolled, dill' imlil. "I'll unlllie name of the 'Seven Sisters,' expense simply "going coed" would
The MIT exchange offers, he
notes, a "different learning experi-
ence for the Wellesley student. She
has the chance to study in the
Slicks to '('.Iris Only' ", anil Miss
Adams Is reported to hnvo sold
In Cleveland, tlint Wcllesley Col-
lege, located In Wellesley, Mass.
like lo gel more, HcllolMIHlllps are Ihe female rounlcrparl of the Ivy Involve, naming several of the
available. The coiiipelllloii for till- league, will not go co-cducatlonal." (Continued on page S-7)
quiet, beautiful suburban, atmo- did not have to bother about going
sphere of Wellesley. and In the co(^ because of the successful cd-
bustling urban center that sur-
rounds MIT, In addition, she gains
the experience of education In a
liberal arts college where the em-
phasis is on the undcrgroduatc, and
at a large university, with all Its
differences."
"We need to consider several
questions," he continues. "Is there
a place in this country for a wo-
men's college? This slow, but cal-
culated program we have with MIT
gives us a chance to experiment, to
ucotlonnl experiment the college
has with Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, 12^ miles nway.
Citing the nlni' of the program
with MIT as the posslbllty to toko
courses studcntR couldn't take on
their home campus, Miss Adams
noted that "it takes students only
25 minutes door-to-door on a shut-
tle bus which runs between the
two ins|ltutions." She also as-
sured the Ohio alumnae group that
"There Is little red tape to the ex-
change program. Students mny
WELLESLEY NEWS
see what may or may not bo right cat ut the other's school, uro the
for Wellesley." libraries, and they are co-operating
Mr. Phibbs Is reluctant to change on extra-curricular activities such
Wellesley's emphasis as an under-
graduate institution^ where the
teaching of the undergraduate stu-
dent is the primary focus and func-
tion. There is room for growth in
the MIT program, he Insists; ond
if that doesn't prove sufficiently
beneficial to Wellesley, there ore
.dternatives.
The professor of political science
in discussions .with other students
has found many good reasons for
Wellesley's becoming coeducation-
al but senses a general reluctance
simply to "get on the bandwagon."
"Of the twelve I talked to one
night at dinner," he snld, "only
one really would want Wellesley to
as music, theatre and groups and
service organizations."
"I think it's going wonderfully
well," Wellesley's President was
quoted as saying. "The students
are pleased; the faculty Is pleased,
and the administration Is pleased,"
Heterogeneity
Miss Adams also re|Mirledly com-
mented on the student liody say-
ing, Wellesley has a "heterogen-
eous group of students, more heter-
ogeneous than they even know."
At the same time, she Intimated
that she would like to make It
"more heterogeneous."
In similar style, she commented
that there arc probably students
Seniors Look at Coeducation;
View Both Faults and Merits
go coeducational now.'-' It wasn't a who ore perfectly capable of ob-
straw in the wind sort of thing, he taining a degree from Wellesley,
adds, quickly, but suggests that it but who can't be Identified in the
does denote somc reluctance to see process of identification now used.
by Ann Hhnrwnod '(10
Tin- clnss of 1909 finds Its major
focus In the future — wild! tliey
will be doing next yenr and why.
Still, "Wellesley" and the ixtsslbll-
itlcs for Wellesley's future still at-
tract a fair shnre of the seniors'
attention in dorms, at dinner, and
even during debates at would-be
citadels of masculinity, I.e. Ynle,
or Princeton.
Four years ago, those girls chose
u woman's college for their higher
education. Today, however, many
share a reluctance to embrace
either the all-female, or all-male
hlvolent seniors echo hers: "We Harvard, Boston University, Bran-
ncril the male point of view In the
classroom, There could lie the more
casual, more real, more natural,
more 'hong-loose' atmosphere we
nave all probably missed. You
don't have to be either with boys
as dates, or not with boys."
"But," one senior adds, "Wclles-
ley will hove more trouble chang-
ing In coed thnn, Ray, Yale. And
I would be picky nliout where the
l>oys would come from."
Citing the death of social life as
an overriding factor of much of the
dels, ond most of the area schools,
in addition to MIT Marilyn, like
many of her classmates, expressed
some uncertainty. "I'm not sure a
place like Welleiey can go coed.
With a merger, some one is losing
a campus," she pointed out.
The seniors generally like the
loci I Ion and the size of the Wel-
lesley campus, and the Wellesley
clnsscs. The concept of a small
liberal arts school Is still a very
viable one to most of them. But
the all-hallowed concept of the
Seven sisters, in the words of one
senior, "just doesn't turn me on.""Wellesley malaise," seniors re-
Institution. When they applied to iterated their support of coeduca- Coeducational' "Why not'"
Wellesley, the opportunities for tlon.
academic excellence In n co-ed en- An emphatic "Yes!" was the re-
While MIT seems the logical ex-
tension for more immediate coed-Ydlo ^Afsnts OooclSw
7 out of range; o.lny they might question "Should WellcHley be co- |„rs have many reservations about
_ _
ook more cloHcly nt a Yale or a educational?" But she quickly add- n complete union of the two schools.
t'Vr\^\i> ,frf* Kflfl Cs-tS^r* I'l TIL™' "J?" nf*oc,l,,"nlc,y- <•<>. "On the condition that It stays Suzy Salomon, expressed the re-CXUHCLS Tj \J\J OUUll lt '" ldirrp ni'Barnard. academic." After a week nt Yale, luctance this way "I don't think
— ww «w www wwwbb Hindsight Jan noted. "Wellesley. of course, it (coeducation) should come with
Hindsight thus graces each of the serves some academic purpose, but MIT, because the institutions and
It has happened. Yale is going freshman dorm in the Old Cam- seniors' remarks in a recent set It's just not full enough, because their basic nature functions and
coed. Nexl fall. even. The an- pus area. of Interviews on their feelings there Is no natural relationship attitudes are too different to func-
nounccmcnt to bring 500 women to Fneiilty Thumbs Up olx.ut coeducation In general and with moles. It would be a good tlon on 'any other level than co-the New Hovcn campus, "to en- Coming shortly after Coed Week specifically for Wellesley. thing lo merge with a man's col- ordination "hance iLs contribution to the gen- ln , ( | incfea.-rd student pressure, Nonetheless, each of these sen- l?Rc," she thought, "because
dcnl^US " ,C < " , :c !lucnl,lonv niensurc'wos np- tors' has" sln^'nT Weliesiey "for merger wmtld^pVovWe a wWeTcur^ r/Sj th^Sratf^eyTadcm ivmgmnn H.custer lost FrI- proved by the Yale Corporation n four years for some justifiable or rlculum. Moles would have to bring It to do all over again would they'y-
;y.
cck l,eforo Brewster presented wcll-ratlonollzed reason. They all the curriculum they demand with This year the question takes on a
new dimension: the choices seem
flted from their experjence at Wei- While several seniors commented to be different. There is conslder-
lesley, though they say they do simply, "I love the MIT 'thing'." able concern for Wellesley — not
not know how much of the bene- Jan cautioned that cross-registra- as an institution of academic ex-
lion. The Initial 500 will represent
250 freshmen and 250 transfer stu- closed
dents.
Reversing a 267-year all-male ,ho Proposal to the faculty for a acknowledge that they have bene- them,
tradition. Yale hopes ultimately to vo1 ''- In 1966 ' Vnssar and Ynle
admil 1,500 women in addition to Publicized intentions for a study




n£8_ H,™ ,CS.tln:n„t^.f t ** m": fn^e^ouse-^nrhos ,?«dh 01 !" *,Ue l° thc ",sUtut!o". *» *ho tlon is still very lnconvenlent "Stu- cellem*; buVns an Ins^uUoncop-
n™!. f", "?!„.; environment, or lo the growth of donta nre limited by time." she able of continuing ns n cltndel for
any 18 to 22 yenr-old female. said. "And you're Just going over females. The seniors were quick to
"Wo hnve gained something by for a couple of hours, making It note the freedom afforded in the
being at a woman's college." sta- still too artlflcal to provide the real male campus to. "explore self-de-
ted one senior. "We have been possibly for different types of peo- vclopment," but they wonder,
, quick nbI° to takc 'eadcrship positions pie to meet and combine and com- "Maybe it would be just as pos-
vacated residential college. Al- action was preferable to 'further wilhout the self-consciousness of be- municate, when they want to." sible in a coed environment."
though favoring coeducation, mem- abstract study." " lnB Q ^\ vying for a man's posit- Is It Possible? "I Hved here I stayed here "
• °J> ^"i"







- fnculty ond administration volun- she Ruperts coeducation. ginning. She would like to "sec the each of them votes 'Yea' for co-
cZc\Z ,ht
V
Ln^xvTu? u\, ,nr"y iSJPF rlsks bur<lcns Ambivalence whole place open up." and suggests education for Wellesley with rescr-iumng t e use of Wright Hall, a responsibilities." The views of many similarly am- pervasive cross-registration with vations, but also, with enthusiasm.
While the transfer students face
the prospect of off-campus hous-
ing, the freshmen will occupy a
plans for coeducation In
Poughkcepslc.
As Ynle has toyed with Ideas
for coeducation for mnny years,
the New York Times reported
Brewster as saying that
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On A Higher Education
We believe thai a Wclleslcy education should not only allow
but should direct a student to discover the most meaningful and
effective methods of learning for her as an individual.
Evolving a system which would implement this philosophy is
the most difficult task News has ever undertaken. We do not have
the necessary perspectives of faculty and administrators or of years
away from Wclleslcy. We do not have evaluative data on the
changes we would like to institute.
We can state, however, that Wellcslcy's operative goals could
hardly fall farther away from our vision or from the goals presented
in the catalogue. This distance results not so much from structural
faults as from underlying anti-devclcpmcntal attitudes.
A school where a dean refuses a highly motivated student
deeply involved with independent projects permission to drop a
course on the grounds that the student would have an unfair ad-
vantage in competing with those in her other three classes, where a
teacher pays more attention to letter grading an exam or paper than
to commenting on specific strengths and weaknesses, where a student
trembles at the prospect of going to class "unprepared" — cannot
function as an institution of higher learning should.
Wellesley College must re-educate itself to emphasize qualita-
tive assessment of individual work lather than academic competi-
tion, and to stress the acquisition of tools for ongoing learning rather
than rigid mental compnrtmcntalization of subject matter.
Wc must also in the context of our strength and reputation as
an institution of academic excellence experiment with programs
which would help implement our new attitudes inside and outside
of the classroom. Wc suggest these elements of a total curricular
reorganization:
—Introduction of alternative three or five year courses of study
leading to the B.A. degree. If a student has the ability and desire
to equal in three years the levels of competence presently nllninctl
in four, she should be encouraged to do so. If, on the other hand, n
student decides in her fourth year that an additional year of under-
graduate work would promote her graduate educational goals she
should be encouraged to spend a fifth year at Wclleslcy.
—Retention of the four unit per term credit system with the
added provision that a term of independent work or sludv may on
the recommendation of a faculty advisor count as much as four
units.
—Substitution of fields of focus for the present system of
majors. The field of focus could be a period, problem, country,
tradition, method, or general area of study. No minimum or maxi-
mum number of units would be required. Requisite to the confering
of a Wclleslcy degree would be successful completion of a senior
project. This rcnior project might take the form of a paper, off-
campus work, an experiment, or an oral discussion concerning some
aspect of the field of focus — evaluated by faculty associated with
the field, in the context of the student's three to five years of work
and study in the field of focus.
—Abolition of all distribution requirements.
—Abolition of rank in class.
—Institution of total optional pass-not pass.
—Recognition of credits from term or year-long exchanges
with a wide variety of U.S. and foreign colleges and universities.
—Accordance of credit for terms of off-campus work. Class-
work pressures should not always cut off a student from onportun-
itics for valuable practical learning during her undcrcraduatc years.
Work in the area of community improvement should especially b;
encouraged in keeping with the position of the academic community
as a principal agent of social change in America.
—Alternative offerings by more departments in KMI-levcl
courses so that students could choose between survey-oriented or
problem-oriented introductions to the various disciplines.
—Establishment by more departments of effective channels
for student evaluations and suggestions as to course content and
structure, range of offerings, and class size.
—Permission to drop a course until the day of the final exam.
—Expansion of the advisory system as a necessary response
to the above changes. Careful, knowledgeable facultv and dean
advising should unfold for students their educational options.
—Applicants for admission should receive a clear presentation
of the structure and philosophy of Wclleslcy College to enable the
individual to make a reasoned and intelligent decision about the
direction of her education.
—Coeducation (sec supplement stories). By 1973 (the year in
which Wellesley plans to evaluate its cross-registration experiment
with MIT), News suggests that Wellesley not only institute cross-
registration programs with other schools in the Boston area, but
also function as a completely coeducational institution. Rather than
gradually admitting more males with each entering class, Wclleslcy
/.lould undertake* a residential exchange of half of its student body
with (in order cf preference): (1) a small men's college; (2) a
men's university; (3) MIT. In future years wc would expect equal
male and (.cmalc representation at both Wclleslcy and the school
with which the College merges.
News feels this supplement demonstrates the scope ol the
challenge facing every educational institution in the country. I he
philosophy ol education wc espouse and express through these sug-
gestions begs for the attention and response ol the entire Wellesley
community.
Now Speak Aloud
Lester Demands Coed Wellesley
by David Lester
Instructor In Psychology
Integration of men and women
In mmitnl hospitals Is a major
step toward preparing them for
their return to normal com-
munity life. ... In the past,
the sexes were sharply sepa-
rated In mental hospitals. It
was feared that co-mlngUng
would release primitive, ag-
gressive, and destructive sex-
ual drives. . . . Integration has
been proceeding In Massachu-
setts hospitals for decades . . .
with untold rehabilitative ben-
efits to both sexes, and with ex-
traordinarily few major mis-
haps. (Jean Dletz, Boston
Globe, Nov. 6, 1068, p. 02.)
The Impression I get from talk-
ing to faculty and students at
Wellesley la that there Is a large
proportion of students opposed to
coeducation at Wellesley. (Students
often do turn out to be more con-
servative thnn faculty.) In this let-
tor I Inuiich my crusnde to convert
you to coeducation.
Tlio Advantages of Coeducation
(1) What Is the purpose of edu-
cation? Education for what? One
of the functions of education is to
prepare us for later life In the
world, lo help us develop skills that
can be applied Inter. If this Is no,
then It makes soilto to Itnvo the
college experience similar to the
experiences of the world. There nre
men In the world. If education Is
to be relevant (a word that Is of-
ten heard from students and fac-
ulty), then better have men partici-
pating In the college experience.
(2) In conjunction with this
point, It seems slrnngo to hear the
student nml faculty press for n
mure divot-silled student body and
for students with unique qualifica-
tions, when men nre not included
In the plans. Men fulfill these cri-
teria.
(3) All people have problems with
interpersonal relationships, whether
between members of the same or
different sex. The way to deal with
these problems and to develop In-
tei|)ersoiinl skills Is' to face them.
The students nt Wellesley arc hin-
dered In the solution of their hang-
ups with men since they tend to
see men in such limited roles (as
teachers and as weekend social
dates). Schlzoeducation Is a way of
avoiding facing these interpersonal
problems.
M) If men wore present at Wel-
lesley, the girls would see that they
arc capable of competing with
them. The absence of men encour-
ages women to think of themselves
as people who have to be protected
from men and who can never be
equnl partners in marriage, profes-
sions, or life. Womnn enn compete.
If they do nut pnrllelpnte fully, wo
nre wasting our resources.
(">) Coeducation would facilitate
the development of nn Identity in
women students. The Identity could
be developed through the entire
college experience instead of being
fragmented. "She goes to Welles-
ley but she dates Yale." It would
he healthier to develop nn Identity
through your total life experience
rather thnn through the boy ynu
date.
(6) There would bo a fuller cam-
pus life if men were here. The
college experience would be less
fragmented. With coeducation,
there would be less of an exodus at
night and on weekends. Then, po-
litical, religious, social, and extra-
curricular activities would be more
extensive. College would become a
fuller and a more meaningful ex-
perience.
(7) At high school age, boys are
less developed than girls in gen-
eral. The male tends to mature
and overtake the female at college.
This means that girls at segregated
colleges have not had dally associa-
tions with mature men close to
their own age. Women will learn
better what men arc like If there
are men around at this time. Not
just men who arc trying to snow
them or to lay them, but men who
arc working, thinking, leading, pro-
testing, etc.
(8) There'd be less need for se-
curity men at night on campus!
The Disadvantages of
Schlzoeducation
(1) Single-sex colleges encourage
old-fashioned ideas of male-female
relationships, Girls come to asso-
ciate men with only the physical
mill nimuntlc experiences in life.
Intellectual and spiritual experi-
ences are shared with your "real-
friends," your fellow girls. This is
unrealistic and unhealthy. It may
lead to potentially dangerous situ-
ations In marriage.
{2) Going to a single-sex college
for four yours is rather like giving
people a moratorium on growing
up, whereas the years nt college
should be used for developing and
maturing. They arc the years when
you should change from a teenager
to an adult. You cannot do this in
a convent atmosphere. If a mora-
torium is necessary, It should come
curlier In your life.
(3) The absence of boys leads to
nn overemphasis nnd concern with
men, especially from a sexual point
of view. The weekend date becomes
loo important nn event. On the
other hand, those girls with steady
boy-friends at other colleges re-
main frustrated as a result of the
weekly separations and become
only partial members of the college
ci immunity.
(<t) Can a slngle-scx college con-
tinue to attract competent faculty?
Can It continue to provide adequate
facilities for the educational proc-
ess? Will federal aid be easily ob-
tained?
Excuses
Many of the reasons advanced
for schlzoeducation by the students
here nre silly. "I don't want to
have to wear make-up to break-
fast." That is trivial. Girls at coed
colleges do not have this problem.
Those who want to wear make-up
do and those who don't do not. I
doubt that the men notice. Anyway,
think of the poor men. They'll have
to shave]
Another reason often advanced
In that girls will be Intimidated by
the men In their classes. As a
teacher here let me remind you
Hint many girls here nre Intimi-
dated by other girls in their class-
es. But again, If you are Intimi-
dated by men, you had better work
through this problem before you
have to go out into the world.
Whnt sort of boy would apply to
n coed Welloslr-y? The Implication
Hint nn inferior sort of boy will
apply hero Is without support.
What colleges have tried to change
to coeducation yet so that we have
data on this? Vassar's experience
may be of use here. You might
consider, however, that when Yale,
Princeton, Vnssar, etc. have all
gone coed as they plan to, what
sort of girl will apply to Wellesley?
The standard of applicants may
very likely deteriorate.
Conclusion
Wellesley must go coed. I think
that this Is necessary if we are to
continue to give an education that
is relevant to the modern world.
It Is necessary if we arc lo con-
tinue attracting competent and mo-
tivated students. It is necessary if
we want competent and able fac-
ulty.
Girls' colleges were started be-
cause the men's colleges would not
admit women as students. This
reason is no longer a valid one.
If girls want to shun men and avoid
the world as It is, then perhaps
they should go to a convent. The
college should not be a retreat from
the world.
In Massachusetts, it is now il-
legal to discriminate on the basis
of sex. Job advertisements must
no longer state a preference for
men or women. Local and federal
aid can be withheld from Institu-
tions nnd organizations that main-
tain segregation on the basis of
race, religion, or sex. Wellesley
must integrate.
Even mental patients have taken
the step. Can't we?
Freshmen Voice
Dissenting Vole
by Joanne Curtis '72
and Peggy Macklewlcx "72
The present controversy over
co-education concerns not only its
relevance lo society, but also its
applicability to Wellesley. We do
not Intend to challenge the bene-
fits of a co-educational system in
general, but its desirability at this
institution.
The mere presence of men on
campus would not necessarily im-
prove the intellectual experience
which Wellesley now offers. Wo-
men can also provide diversity in
altitudes; a female community can
stimulate thought and interaction
as effectively as one which Is sex-
ually integrated.
Many girls who enjoy male com-
pany prefer Wellesley's casual at-
mosphere. Here they can escape
constant competition for male at-
tention and concentrate seriously
on the academic opportunities. Co-
education introduces social pres-
sures and the attitude that each of
as is a girl first, a student, second.
The co-educational system is not
feasible for Wellesley. The funds
to support the co-habitation facili-
ties .transportation ,and organiza-
tional work do not exist.
Many co-educational systems
lead to a stale, more ingrown com-
munity, sucli as the one at Swarth-
more. At Middlcbury, many girls
feel Hint their intellectual level is
higher than that of their co-eds.
Many equally intelligent males
avoid Middlcbury. In examining the
new movement towards co-educa-
tion, one cannot overlook the un-
fortunate experience of Sarah
Lawrence.
Any college that maintains high
academic standards will continue
to attract outstanding students. A
prestigious college community
composed of bright, enthusiastic
students will lure competent in-
structors. Wellesley, in short, does
not need to become co-ed In order
to remain attractive.
(Continued ©« page S-7)
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Pitzer Begins Experimentation, City> Sch°°l Coordinate Study
New Outlook in Academic Living
by Susnn Bayer '71
"Born in 19G3 in the midst of
the Berkeley revolt, Pitzer College
deliberately designed Itself to be
a step ahead of crises and In step
with the demands and challenges
of a major revolution in higher ed-
ucation," states an article distri-
buted by the institution.
Pitzer, a residential women's col-
lege, Is part of The Clarcmont Col-
leges In California. It's govern-
ment and curriculum tend to rein-
force the college's claims. The
Pitzer Community Government op-
erates primarily through two elec-
ted councils, the College Council
and the Community Council. Four
faculty members, two administra-
tors, and four students comprise
the former group, dealing with
such matters as admissions, finan-
cial aid, academic events, educa-
tional inquiry, foreign study, fac-
ilities development, political act-
ivities, and special projects.
Town Meeting
The Community Council consists
of one administration member,
three faculty members, and eight
students including the chairman.
It deals with social affairs; publi-
cations, dormitory life, elections,
orientation of new students, and
student services. Roth or these
councils are advisory lo the presi-
dent.
There are three other bodies of
community government: Town
Meeting, a forum open to all mem-
bers of the community; Judicial
Council, for academic and major
social offenses; and Review Boards,
for minor Infractions of dormitory
rules.
Hitler and Valhalla
Pitzer's curricular emphasis is
in the "social and behavlorial sci-
ences. Each student must elect a
freshman seminar In her first sem-
ester. These semesters which are
graded pass-fail are smaller and
more flexible than other Introduc-
tory courses, and they are intended
to introduce1 a student to the way
In which a scholar attacks a prob-
lem. Topics include: death as a
way of life, the individual and the
demands of the group, contempo-
rary confessional fiction, politics
and literature, from the Sherman
to the Pueblo, and did Hitler want
war, the world, or Valhalla?
Each student must complete an
additional seminar or an Indepen-
dent study project during one of
the three semesters following the
freshman seminar, There Is no limit
on the number of seminars or In-
dependent studies thnt a student
elects. They may be' given a letter
grade or pass-fail by mutual agree-
ment of the intsructor and student.
Study of Man
Pitzer offers diverse fields of
concentration Including fairly stan-
dard fields, and bllicr iiiiijoin are
nvallnble by rirrimgciucul with the
other Clarcmont colleges or nli>
dents may design their own maj-
ors.
Pitzer has developed this unor-
thodox curriculum and instituted
its community government in order
to immerse campus life in current
social issues and to facilitate com-
munication between campus fac-
tions. Odell S. McConnell, chair-
man of the Board of Trustees, re-
marks, "We are having, as every
other private college is, our prob-
lems in fiscal financing, we have
had to grapple with policies con-
cerning the students' desire to ex-
ercise full power over their per-
sonal lives, their involvement in
curriculum and quality of teach-
ing; and the continuing need to
close the gap of undcrtsandlng be-
tween generations. At Pitzer, how-
ever, the possibilities of problem-
Solving are boundless because by
design, there Is a constant ex-
change of views among all seg-
ments."
Elite Ghetto
Pitzer's president, John W. At-
herton, explained In a recent letter
In Pitzer students, "It has Income
Increasingly apparent Hint nil of
us, in a sense, are 'culturally de-
prived.' The upper middle class,
for instance, lives in a ghetto as
limiting to the full understanding
of our society as the ghetto of the
minority group, a fact we have
long hidden, particularly from our-
KidvcM, lOditeallnn, In hnvo mean-
ing, iiiiihI lie himed on a genuinely
representative community, and
Pitzer College Is Increasingly and
deliberately seeking this kind of
community."
Free University Creats New Courses
Offers Study of the Diverse, Exotic
"That the natural state of man
is ecstatic wonder; that we should
not settle for less," reads the in-
formal creed of Midpcninsula Free
University, newly-instituted in Palo
Alto, Cal.
Despite a ten-dollar annual mem-
bership fee to cover costs, the free
university lives up to its name:
with no grades and no degrees, any
MFU member may teach or take
any course, assuming full responsi-
bility for his own individual educa-
tion.
Membership is tor persons of all
ages, regardless of their previous
academic training. The catalogue
explains, "We are a community,
and this implies the involvement of
human beings in all stages of life."
About half of the participants at-
tend Stanford University; others
flock from the community area.
"We are orgunized In order to
implement a vision of cultural revo-
lution, in which a new society will
develop within the shell of the old.
We have a commitment to total re-
construction at all levels. Our goal
is the emergence of a new politics,
a new economics, a new religion, a
new education, and a new version
of humanity ..."
Toward this end, the free univer-
sity offers an extremely wide
scope in its course offerings. From
"Form and Feeling in Chinese
Poetry" to "Group Experience In
Theatre" to "Interpretptive Psyche-
delic Dance," the Free U. presents
something for almost everyone.
Art classes "experience architec-
ture," make films, publish the
FREE YOU newsletter, exomlne T.
S. Eliot as guru, and explore
"primitive* body movement" In ad-
dition to the more traditional ar-
tistic activities. Crafts range from
"an alternative to Barbie and
Ken" (toymaking) to wine making,
creative plastics, leatherwork, can-
dlcmaking, Chinese cooking and
glassblowlng.
Concern with a philosophy of
education manifests Itself In a num-
ber of Intriguing offerings: "The
Ideal University," "Education In-
side Out," "Creative Communica-
tions," "Procrastination,' "Counter
Courses at Stanford," and "Educa-
tion and Ecstasy," with an aim for
grasping the concept of radical edu-
cation.
"Man's Place In the Cosmos"
gathers In Midway Forest, while
others examine "How to Set Up
Revolutionary Communes," "As-
trology," "Late Marcuse," "Scien-
tology," "Witchcraft," "Advanced
Dream Interpretation," "Immor-
tality," and "A Myth Depicting the
Origin of Man."
Polllicos may rally to "New Tac-
tics for Social Change," n seminar
on the Committee on Foreign Rela-
tions, alternatives to the bank-
ruptcy of the party system, "Pow-
er Structure Research," the draft,
Boston University
Tackles Problems
by Candaee Fowler '71
What can a large university do
to serve Ihe needs of a growing
Afro-American student population?
Itoston University has been faced
Willi just this problem. In a dem-
onstration in the university's ad-
ministration building last spring
t'moja, the Afro-Afnerican student
organization on campus, demanded
sill increased black enrollment and
the establishment of a center for
black students at the university.
B.U. officials worked toward
compliance with the first demand
by saving 200 places In the class
of 1972 for black students. At pres-
ent the black enrollment has
reached 375.
To meet the second demand, the
university established the Afro-
(Contlnued on Page S-12)
black history, the economics of lib-
eral socialism, urban guerrilla war-
fare, and the politics of confronta-
tion.
. To perceive how "love and trust
Can be applied lo Inlernotlonal re-
lations and be a positive force in
domestic politics" Is the aim of one
course, with related classes In
"Peace Games," "The Peaceful
Revolution," and "Unviolence."
Science courses vary In techni-
cal level and concern, from medi-
cal practices lo advanced calculus
lo ii look at science and public
ixillcy. The relaxation and recrea-
tion department Includes "The
Wilderness Experience," "Back-
gammon," "Ping Pong for the Pro-
letariat," sailing, tree climbing,
computer games, and field work in
hitchiking and "Creative Chicken
Killing."
Mldpcnlnsula's uniqueness stems
mainly from Its "Encounters," with
people experiencing themselves and
others In a myriad of ways. The
Free You tutorial Invites students
to take a course to explore them-
selves, while a number of weekend
"Encounters" challenge couples to
establish more meaningful relation-
ships through sensory awareness,
verbal and non-verbal techniques,
touch-trust-lntlmacy games, mas-
sages and spontaneous dance.
"Psychodramatlcs," "The Pas-
sive Person," "Contact," "Dream
Workshop," and "Being Persons To-
gether" all present the opportunity
for group Involvement. Other en-
counters are discussion groups on
teenagers and parents, the free
woman, role-playing, bl-scxuallty,
and experience of death, conflict
and human systems, compulsion,
and competition.
'Attack' promises to "tear your
fellow group members to shreads,"
and direct confrontation groups
supplement the course. The swim-
ming pool environment Is used to
crente sensory and emotional awak-
ening underwater In "Searching
for the Dolphin."
The course range Is large, and a
catalogue Is available at the Free
University Store, 1601 El Camlno
Real, Menlo Park, Cal. 094025.
by Martha Wasson *71
A unique community center to
provide relevant research and
training, and to assist existing
community programs has been es-
tablished in Roxbury under the
Joint sponsorship of Boston College
and the New Urban League of
Boston. The Joint Community-Uni-
versity for Inner City Change does
not initiate policy, but rather as-
sists grass roots community groups
to organize and develop through
use of the resource and personnel
of the University. The Center, In
conducting research only at the re-
quest of community groups, pro-
vides for genuine two-way com-
munication.
Origin and Expansion
The project originated in dis-
cussions over a year ago among
Bryant Rollins and Melvin King of
the New Urban League Professors
Michael Von Felslnger, Murray
Horwltz and Gunther Weil of the
University's psychology depart-
ment. Since then, Mr. Bryant
Rollins and Mrs. Lcdonla Wright,
nrs'tcd hijack community leaders
have been oddod to the faculty,
and will lecture on white racism,
black Idenllly, and community goal
determination. They will also work
within the structure of the Center
itself.
The Board of Directors
includes 20 members, 12 ap-
pointed by the New Urban League
mid eight by Boston College ln-
eoipiiriiloifl. Center officers, and
administrators (Mr. Rollins and
Mrs. liCllonla Wright from the Ur-
ban league, Horwltz and Dr. Kell-
ner from Boston College) are di-
vided between University person-
nel and community representatives.
The Center has been operating on
a limited basis for about a year
and was Incorporated officially two
weeks ago. Early In the fall, the
Community-University Center re-
ceived n $1110,000 Ford Foundation
Grant
Functions
The Center has two main func-
tions, the first of which Is to give
training to community leaders in
development and organizing tech-
niques. Secondly, it offers, in con-
junction with the University, a
program of courses and field re-
search leading to a master's degree.
The needs and possibilities of
community organizations will be
analyzed and the resources of the
University funnelled to them in a
way designed to provide the best
probable results. Research and
training Is being implemented in
fields of housing, business, edu-
cation, and youth organizations.
Graduate Study and Action
Graduate students will enter or-
ganizations at the request of com-
munity leaders and learn first hand
the problems facing the black com-
m u n 1 1 y . The Center hopes to
change the sense of detached in-
differences and Irrelevance that
graduate programs have engender-
ed In the past. The emphasis will lie
on constructive action. Dr. Hal
Kclner, associate director of the
Center, explains that most research
wrongly concentrated on the cas-
ualties of the victims, not the path-
ological Institutions and bureau-
cracies. But by helping in commun-
ity-initiated groups, the Center
hopes to bring interest groups to-
gether to establish a power base
with which to deal with the "es-
tablishment."
In the words of co-administrator
Air. Rollins, 'The black community
has been researched to death by
graduate students crawling all over
us and doing irrelevant nnd racist
projects. The problem lies not here
but in Wellesley and South Boston.
This center Is a way of making re-
search relevant to social change
and the needs of the community."
Courses based on the results of
the Joint Center will be offered
by the graduate psychology depart-
ment.
Hopes for the Future
Newly inaugurated president of
Boston College, Seavey Joyce, S.J.,
hailed the Joint Center as "an in-
strument which makes the special
resources of the University really
responsive to urban needs. The
relationship between the university
and the city, which this Center
betokens, Is uniquely intimate and
one which promises change; the
accomplishment of n new and bel-






At "Careers Unlimited." Ihe great new Idea that puis you
directly In touch with dozens of ma|or companies seek-
ing June Graduates. It's all happening during the Christ-
mas holiday at the Robert Treat Hotel, Newark, New
Jersey, December 26 and 27. Talk privately to company
personnel people. You just may go back to school aller
the holiday all set with a great Career position. Here are
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Schools' Failure to Change Provokes Black Protest
by Susan Helncmann '70
This fall the black community in
Boston challenged the archaic, de-
teriorating city school system. As
In other large cities, the Issues are
decentralization and community
control, and qunllty education.
They charge that the Boston pub-
lic school system has failed both to
integrate and to educate. Efforts
to Improve the system have
been thwarted by a school com-
mittee determined to maintain the
Rtatus quo.
Perhaps, the best Introduction to
the present crisis Is through two
fairly recent studies of the Boston
school system. The publication of
Jonathan Kozol's Death nt an Enrly
Age focuses attention on the decay
of Boston public education. Peter
Schrag's Village School Downtown,
a study made In 1965-196G, under-
lines the same condition.
Kozol vividly describes his ex-
perience in the Christopher Gibson
Elementary School. A dilapidated
building, inadequate facilities, rigid
rules and authoritarian teachers
create an oppressive atmosphere.
There is little flexibility or innova-
tion in the classroom. Emphasis is
placed on maintaining order, and
not on educating the pupils.
Kozol emphasizes how the sys-
tem undermines the black child's
self-confidence and his desire to
lCam. "Death" comes early, for the
school stifles creativity and repres-
ses curiosity as black students
learn to conform to their teachers'
low expectations, according to the
author.
Rigidity and Control
Village School Downtown pre-
sents n more Inclusive review of
the system. Although Schrng shows
that Louise Day I licks and her
school committee effectively en-
forced dc facto segregation, he em-
phasizes that all Boston students
nre deprived. Each year that a
child remains In school, the further
he falls behind the nntinnnl average
for his grade level, The philosophy
of education In Boston stresses con-
formity rather than Intellectual
curiosity and good management in-
stead of academic flexibility.
While there have been piecemeal
attempts at reform, Schrag feels
that none of these experiments have
hit at the underlying problems. He
sees the system as reflecting a
small village atmosphere with a
middle class orientation irrelevant
to urban education.
Mctropolitanism is the solution
he favors. The white middle class
exodus has reinforced racial im-
balance in the schools. In addition,
the movement of Industry out of
the city to the suburbs has depriv-
ed Boston of an adequate tax base
for fluimclng criur.i'lnn, Schrag
piX)|H>SCR n merglt < jf suburban
and urban education, as well as
strong community participation.
Tho Present Crisis
A look nt the events of this fall
i-eveals the dlssatlsfaell- f both
students anil pnrents with the Hus-
ton public school system, Student
Current scholars major in classics freshly translated by John Meyer
for a great young look. The accommodating littlecoat has a
convertible collar, detachable hood and huge pockets $40. The slim,
straight slacks come in wool tartan $21. Their companion is a
long-sleeved cable pullover in six-ply Shetland wool and
marvelous "go with" colors $25. At discerning stores.
unrest exploded at Boston English
School in Dorchester on Sept. 20.
English was placed on probation
last June, and unless improvements
are made In its dilapidated, poorly
equipped building and its curricu-
lum, It will lose its accreditation
next year. Like other Boston
schools, English has a rigid dress
code, requiring boys to wear ties.
When a black student was sus-
pended for wearing an African
dnshikl, 200 of his classmates pro-
tested the dress regulation and de-
manded the right to form an Afro-
American club. Their headmaster
agreed to the demands, but the
School Department over-ruled him
and refused to allow a black stu-
dent union.
Disorder Spreads
Both white and black students
demonstrated — burning their tics
and refusing to attend classes. The
protest spread throughout the
school system, Frightened by inci-
dent of looting, fires and confron-
tations wllli the police, the school
committee, hacked by tho superin-
tendent, nuked Mayor White to call
In the National Guard. He refused
to do so.
On Sept. 25 fighting with the po-
lice broke out in the black com-
munity's concern by refusing to ac-
ilenls nnd community leaders pre-
sented their grievances to the
school committee. Tho committee
showed Its Indifference to the com-
munity's concern by refusing to nc-
kuowleifgc the hauls for the unrest.
The next dny violence broke out
;it East Boston High School, a pre-
dominately white institution which,
however, is just as run down and
academically deprived as English.
Only after Mayor White stepped in,
promising nn Investigation of the
complaints, did the turmoil sul>-
slde. He established a six man
committee to examine the school
system and to make proposals for
its Improvement. However, it is the
school committee, not the mayor,
who holds the power; White con
only vote on the school budget.
Community Control
Another aspect of the struggle
in Boston Is the battle of black par-
ents for community control of the
schools. So far there has been
much rhetoric, but little concrete
progress, according to Nino Mc-
Cain, education reporter for the
Boston Globe.
This fall black parents installed
n community-elected staff alongside
Hie centrally appointed one In the
Christopher Gibson Elementary
School. When the police barred
their entrance Into the school, the
parents set up their own school
which lasted for two months, until
Nov. 5. The parents were asking
for a community board with the
power to control educational poli-
cies nnd to select the staff. They
emphasized the need for develop-
ment ut black culture nnd black
pride within tho school.
Liberation School
William Knight, who taught at
SKIERS
Coed ski house share* available
8UGARBUSII VALLEY —
Now through April
(any day Inc. vacation) —
10 Dartmouth gradaato students
(beginners — expert) —
reduced female rate $124.98—






for a meal or snack
the Liberation school, describes his
experience In last Sunday's Boston
Globe. "I observed the first day
that the children were used to
'playing school,' and not used to
learning," he begins. "In my class
our first rule was that I would
not shout at the children and they
would not' shout at me. 'But,' one
girl objected, 'if you don't scream
then you can't be the teacher be-
cause that's what the teacher
docs." "
It was "obvious to any teacher
at the Liberation School that the
culturally deprived child Is hard
to find," Knight continued. "Rath-
er, many of the children stand out
for their poise and character."
"The aim of the Gibson boycott
was never to found a separate, pri-
vate Liberation school," he empha-
sized. "The focus is still on im-
provement of the public schools In




School In Roxbury was the first
school in Boston's experiment with
a "model demonstration subsys-
tem." Staffed by volunteer teach-
ers from other schools and sup-
ported by additional federal funds,
Boardman is administratively au-
tonomous, free from many of the
neademic restrictions of other Bos-
ton public schools.
In an article in the Nov. 18 Is-
sue of Saturday Review, Evans
Cllnchy, one of the initiators of the
experiment, describes the develop-
mental classroom approach used at
Boardman. There is no rigid form-
ula for instruction; students are
free to explore and to learn at
their own pace.
Although he feels that it is too
soon to evaluate the school's suc-
cess, Cllnchy states, "Even the
brief history of the subsystem says
with some clarity that decentrali-
zation can work and is absolutely
necessary to the establishment of
viable schools."
Current Conflict
The King Middle School and Tim-
ilty Junior High School are also
participating in the "subsystem"
experiment. In the fall on advisory
council was sanctioned by the au-
thorities. However, this group has
no real power as all its recommend-
ations must be approved by the
school committee.
Recently parents and teachers
joined in a fight against the cen-
tral administration. The King
School was closed last week as the
parent-teacher coalition demanded
a strong administrator and pro-
posed several candidates for the
vacant position of principal. At
present King has an acting princi-
pal, who insists that he Is tempor-
ary, and there has been continued
absenteeism of teachers, as well as
discipline problems.
Sociologist's View
Commenting on the crisis, Steph-
en London, assistant professor of
sociology, who is working with a
team of sociologists studying the
Boston schools, stated, "Boston is
unique because it has a tradition
which in many ways enslaves the
school system. In one way it is a
microcosm of the whole debate on
homogeneous and heterogeneous
grouping." He explained that there
are two outstanding schools —
Boys' Latin and Boston English,
which have rigid admission stand-
ards, forcing many rejected stu-
dents to define themselves as intel-
lectually inferior.
Yet even the top schools have
difficulties. "Boston Latin is in an
Inferior building and its curricu-
lum has been criticized," London
stated. "English has been in dan-
ger of losing its accreditation. This
reflects a lack of Innovation in the
whole system. There is real reluct-
ance to be creative."
London added that Boston differs
from other cities in having such a
large majority of white, blue col-
lar workers. This factor has rein-
forced conservatism in the scho Is
and mode It politicnlly expedient
for politicians to argue against
both Integration and community
control.
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Rogers Attacks New York City Schools' Inflexibility
by Susan Hclncmann '70 A major problem Is overcentrall- tralive bureaucracy focus on Its programs it finally Implemented." dlcate that the system's present
110 Livingston Street: Politics zation, combined with extreme protectionist rather than reformist Many examples support this con- structure blocks reform measures,
and Bureaucracy In the New York decentralization. 'The New York orientation, on its Isolation from elusion. In fact, the present crisis Rogers recommends dccentrallza-
Clty School System. By David City schools are both too central- public to which It is responsible, reveals the board's inadequate Hon combined with strong citywide
Rogers. Random House. W.05. ized and too decentralized, but In and on the controversial Board planning and preparation, once It leadership. His arguments are
The United Federation of Teach- the wrong areas," Rogers empha- of Examiners. Rogers Is adamant decided to try decentralization. persuasive, especially since he
ers strike has focused attention on sizes. "Routine, minor decisions about the necessity of a radical Rogers also justifiably criticizes points out the flaws in the present
the New York City public school should be made locally, yet are change in the method of selecting the board's zoning and site selec- attempt—which all stem from the
system. The present crisis stems made centrally. More significant teachers and administrators. The tion policies as undermining descg- system's structure,
from the administration's failure decisions should be made centrally present system fosters a civil serv- regation. Studies of individual bur- Alternative solutions suggested
to implement needed reforms, as and implemented through strong ice • mentality, serves to protect roughs reveal political gerry- Dy Ro8ers include a variety of
well as from labor Issues and central leadership — yet they are those ethnic groups In power and mandering In order to keep schools small competing schools (Instead
racial tensions. To understand the actually made locally." is blatantly corrupt. segregated. Several schools built in of 0 monopolistic system) and
black population's uncompromising There Is little communication ., fringe areas, between black and metropolitanlzation, the joining of
position on community control, one and poor coordination between the uoara s rauuro wnUe neighborhoods, were sub- urban and subur0Qn communities
must recognize the system's his- multiple levels of authority within While Rogers feels that the pro- sequently zoned to Include only one into la
,
r8e educational complexes,
tory of unwillingness to change, the system. Factions exist within fessionals are the most guilty, he of the two populations. Rogers' documentation of the pres-
its Inability to act on desegrega- the bureaucracy; Meld officials often also blames the Board of Educa- 9 SofnOon.
Cnt sltuatlon clearly shows the
tlon and compensatory education, rebel against important policy tion and the superintendents for _ .
. ,
, „
necessity and urgency of adopting
David Rogers, associate profes- decisions handed down from the the system's failure. The fighting . From ms impressive, well- some alternative. As he himself
sor of sociology and management top. between these groups has pre- documented case study. Rogers states. "If public education falls
at New York University's Graduate Supervisor's Sabotage vented strong leadership and concludes that the whole structure in New York City, there Is a
School of Business Administration. Perhaps the most striking ex- limited the effect of their author- of he school system must be radl- serious question whether It can
documents the failure of Integra- ample used of these power blocs' Ity. Plans advocated by one group c? lly cnangod ,„ statlstlcs . Inter- succeed In any other large north-
tlon in an extensive, although subversion of the system is the are often rejected by another. Po- vlew8 nnd 'Peclflc examples all In- ern city.
ACLU Considers
somewhat repetitive, study of the failure of the Open Enrollment tentially successful programs fall
New York City public schools, plan, allowing the voluntary trans- because of poor communication
While desegregation is the basis fer of black students into predom- between the factions and Inade-
for his analysis. Roger's findings Inately white schools. Some prin- quatc enforcement,
apply to the present crisis as well. clpab refused to give the necessary Tnp bonrd Usplf |g rcmovcd fThe administrations attitudes to- Information to the parents nnd or-
, nc ,ocnI 8 |, Uft„ons nm, hns of(on
word change and the structural fectlvely prevented participation In hPcn prevented from establishing
obstacles are still the same. the program. Others segregated In- community relations by the pro-
Burcaucratlc Pathology coming black students Into speclnl fessionals. Rogers asserts 'TheAccording to Rogers, the bureau- classes which blocked Integration, board's strategy for handling
cratic pathology is a key factor in R
—
X^™N™™?$$chM\ daW'comWerof'Trinc^K mlnTmn'.'net.on ^oolnTno" ""to »¥ ^ A> " ' ' 1" "" ' ' 1
system Is typical of what social district superintendents and do- alienate the largo block of white "™ „,
Academic Liberty
Academic Freedom In the Sec- placed clearly on the student ed-
Ito«rs''convrnctarfv shows'ihat ^^to^T n" nfll | 8^ onaaW Sch°°l9 ls th* object of a itoriol l»ard of the particular pub-
eCo^c~ o^S new policy statement released Oct. llcatlon...^ w. uU|n.....-,u .jr naau Kau0n nns uccn one oi cnutlon and 9 l>v th<* morimn n„ii i iwmoc Th« v^nWf »~ «« 1 ....... I
vided for all students by law should
Hie 22-pngo pamphlet was pro- n°t be abrogated because of mar-
— a term for organizations whose eVory major reform open enroll- Iif roinpulsiiVy^ pnroil by I ho Union's Academic rlaRo or pregnancy unless there is
traditions, structures and opera- moot, school pollings, oducollouol
,.f deliberate rtolny anil vacillation l'
,, '<H ',,l,,» < **«mi«»H toe nnil voted up- compelling evidence that the stu-
tions subvert their stotcd missions parks. The CSA has now tnkon n In Hip face «.f cross-pi-ossm-cn from ,,v "s Honrd of Directors. Al- <lenfs presence In the school or
and prevent any flexible accom- rigid stance against decentrnllza- civil rights, moderate nnd opposl- ll,l,l, i:h the ACLU has long been classroom does, In fact, disrupt or
modation to changing client de- tion. Hon groups; nnd of Ineffective ncl,vo ln defending the rights of Impair the educational process for
mands
-
O'her criticisms of the adminls- planning nnd preparation for the students nnd teachers on the high other students.
school level, this is the first pam- A list of amendments to the U.S.
phlet it has Issued devoted exclu- Constitution relevant to these pol-
slvely to these Issues. Ides Is contained In the pamphlet.
Academic Freedom In the 8ec- Tho r-cndemlc freedoms set forth
ondury School* stntes: "No formu- ln tne s,udent section of Academic
Inn or prescriptions will fit all Freedom In the Secondary Schools
'rim nniiflio. must bo looked upon as more than
a line of defense; they nre positive
elements in the educational process
of a democracy. "If secondary
school students ore to become cit-
izens trained In the democratic
process, they must be given every
scientists call a 'sick' bureaucracy partment chairmen, has opposed | mollis and school nu>lnls fearful
Duberman Defends Student Rebels
by Bunny Fame '09 Bnrzun's educational altitudes, moiMhlp," not content
In the November Issue of Tho lcnv,nR hlmscir only the final porn- Horzuii would argue that irinnn cases and problems. Tho policies m 00 ol<°
Atlantic, Martin Duberman who ls ^raph In which he praises tho pros- the university relaxed lis stand- »"t forth . . . are offered as rcc-
both u playwright and a professor
en
K ,
eenernUon and still over- nrds of "lecturing." the students ommended guidelines, not as a
of history at Princeton University wheimlngly Indicts both men for have been dissatisfied. His solution body of established principles."
tries to understand student rebels „„a
ack
./'on" their ab" would delude a return to "formal Some of the policies in the ACLU





0th century. presentation" of subject matters, are:
are misunderstood. Although he .
Kennan
,
Bnd Barzun, one feels, and adherence to his adage that "no
uls which the refusaltto extend to
QUtho





y 9lude" t whose religious ACLU statement,
students the rights and resynslbi i-





ties which their maturity warrants) mon? di^
ipl,nary contro1 ' and of" «'hich would help them to intol SnT, l,° I^^rf l° P^
has produced." Mr. Duberman fer "P the qU,et of naturc 35 a 'heir Intellectual curiosity
"c P^c «n a sa ute tothe Hag or an























''^ nAnrvlA •>•...... Tll« Iraoi am tn Innoh /»/\
conUnuing patronlzatlon and be- people -
llttlcment" force students to strug- Emotions Equal
. , .
gle just to be heard. Duberman points out that both
Counterpoints Barzun, in his new book Tho Am-
The fascinating quality of Duber- crlcftn University, coincldentally
is "what Nietzsche calls the 'ad-
vancement of learning at the ex-




he freedo to tench controver-
sial Ihaucs Is a crltlrnl test of tho
toucher's freedom ln tho clnssroom.
A school's professional ntaff Is qual-
ified to otnbllsh what shall bo ln-
Pcrhups Dubermon's discussion eluded In tho curriculum and when
man's essuy ls his ability to devote Published after the Columbia out- <»f what happened at Columbia last nnd how It shall bo taught, free
the entire discussion to Kennan and Drcak . but assures the author, in spring brings his essay back to its -from dictation by community
the publisher's hands six weeks be- ''tie, ."On Misunderstanding Stu, groups or Individual citizens
PanalSrtr fa !«*•«> * r°r° th° outbn,nk - nnd Kennan. dent Rebels." Not only were at- Any Infraction of the rules' by a
IClllGIIMd IV VI5CUSS omJnlc tno emotional quality of stu- tempts peaceably mode to hove the student which may lead to serious
Ai • I r I I 'l0nt r°bclS W" h lrrn,1°nnllly- Columbia administration review Its penalties such as suspension or cx-
LlfKCirC III \fhnnlC S CP c,,u"tion is "the cultivation policies on the construction of a pulsion from school, or a notationJ*»»vWI3 and tempering of the mind" oc- R.vm in Harlem, but also, attempts on his record requires a formal
The Greek and Latin Depart- cording to Barzun, emotion has no were made to have Columbia eval- hearing and the right of appeal,
mciijs are sponsoring a panel dis- Place ln an academic community, uate its affiliation with the Insti- As long as a student's appearance
cussion. 'Teaching Latin in the In fact, students themselves rate tute for Defense Analysis (IDA), does not, in fact, disrupt tho cdu-
Schools Today." on Wed.. Dec. 4 Q"'te low in Barzun's analysis of which to the student population cotlonat process, or constitute a
at_l:15 in the Pope Room. the academic schema; "only rarely symbolized Columbia's Involvement threat to safety, It should be noThree panelists are slated to docs a teacher hear from a student In government research. The dem- concern of the school
FaHhH^L^'3 , 5 - .clbb0^ : • a thrgnt thot 13 orlginnl nnd °Cracy of the "mnn<larlns" is one- Outside the academii setting a
Judy Peller 5«iS U 52"; i^!^i^*!f *h* S ^.^S^L a^. free to do ?e.achei' can en^ ! " PollUcal act-
PRE-LAW
The School of Law of Colum-
bia University will sponsor its
seventh nnnunl Pre-Law Con-
ference for undergraduate up-
pcrelnssmcn on Sat, Dec. 14
nnd Dee. 21. Programs and res-
ervation cards may be obtained
from Miss Alona E. Evans, de-
partment of political science,
234 Green Hall.
Protest about the university's pleases, and engage in whatever
i i am««hiJ «f .1 f .. • knowledBC and his are equal is on what the university dictates. ivlty. associate, and dress as heKibbe. member of the faculty at abdication and a lie."
Montcloir State College and the
Experimental High School con-
nected with the College, is on the
board of directors of the Northeast
Conference on the Teaching of "72?
u," vt,",ues av0la ,ne >s placed, Is moving the university fesslonal performance in a demon-
Foreign Languages. Mrs Kaiser is » f
the problems of "the na- to a concern before absent, that is, strably deleterious manner,





the proper one concerned with the interaction In general, no teacher or admin-
ilover and Mrs. Hallett is at the
Iunctlons of a university, the very of the university corporation with istrator should attempt to inter-
Buckingham School in Cambridge ?ua
. i
American life" and dwell the society. fere with the practice of wearing
0n„„ i,.,- Instead on the manners of their buttons or badges, armbands or
student rebels, with, as Barzun .. Generation Gap
.. Insignia on the grounds that the
states, 'a free field given to the Duberman concludes that to re- message may be unpopular with
growth of hair." gnrd the present student-teacher, any students or faculty or even
The System young-old, rebel-reactionary, polar- with the majority of either group.
Part of the student protest con- ities as "a pity" is more of "a No student should suffer any hurt
secondary lers on what happens In the class- crime." An open discussion of the or penalty for any Idea he ex-
schools. Responses to such ques- room - or what should hoppen there, values that students are aplylng presses in the course or participa-
tions as the scope, commitment ^ assumption of equating teach- m the universities of America re- tlon in class or school activities.
n"
n ,i
proD ' enis encountered by er with supreme knower and stu- quires a listening on the part of Tho ACLU Is opposed to tho Im-
Thn \n.u CT W be considered, dent as memorlzers of tho teach- Ihe powers thot are, to the ques- position of nil loyalty oaths that
new tMrhinl? II H I ,
exnmine ?rs know,c<lBC has only recently tlonlng of the present systematized go beyond Oio oath requirements of






8M a"d Ta '° senlor wrote that the only tlonal attitudes toward education, holders.
instruction^rLai1n
a
nnd rJl^ dif ercnce ln exams writ,cn Qt the from that powers that hopefully. The onus of decision as to thei i of Latm a Greek. end of semesters was that of "pen- will be. content of a publication should be
while completing her doctoral
work nt Harvard. Miss Katherine
GefTcken. assistant professor of
Greek nnd Latin will moderate.
Discussion will center on the
goals and aims involved in teaching
the classics in the
ROXBURY LECTURE SERIES
"The Afro-American In the
Arts" Is the focus of eight pro-
grams of this year's Commun-
ity Lecture Series In Roxbnry.
Tho purpose of the non-profit
series, according to president
Hubert E. Jones, Is "to present
to the Roxbnry and greater Bos-
ton communities tho true history
of the black people In America
and the cultural contributions
they have made, as a framework
for better understanding."
The programs, featuring black
artists from various parts of the
country, will be presented at the
National Center of Afro-Ameri-
can Artists In Dorchester. There
will bo children's mntlnees as
well as adult performances at
7 and 8 pm.
Tho lecture series begins Nov.
24 when BUty Taylor, composer,
pianist and director of WLIB-
FM In New York will speak on
"Jazz, the Black Man's Contri-
bution to American Culture,"
Other programs will feature
black artists, filmmakers. Jour-
nalists and musicians. Tickets
may bo purchased In advance
from the Roxbury Multi-Service
Center (tel. 427-4470), or at the
box office of the National Cen-
ter of A fro-American Artists,
122 Elm Hill Ave,, Dorchester.
Tho entire series costs $6.
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Students, Publications Examine Education In Terms of Today
Princeton Report Welcomes Girls
In what has become a classic
study, the Patterson Report on
"The Education of Women at
Princeton," provides useful data
and meaningful insights for many
Institutions now considering coedu-
cation. Issued in a September edi-
tion of the Prlnrcton Alumni
Weekly, the study reflects the
thorough investigation and analy-
sis of the Trustee-appointed com-
mittee headed by Gardner Patter-
son, professor of economics.
Their conclusion Is clear:
"Princeton would be u better uni-
versity if women were admitted
to the undergraduate college. Our
studies show thnt the fiscal ob-
stacles, although considerable, are
far less than we had supposed. . .
.
We believe that for Princeton to
remain an all-male institution In
the face of today's evolving social
system would be out of keeping
with her past willingness to change
with the times."
Competitive Necessity
The report continues: "In our
opinion It would nlso mean that
within a decade. If not sooner,
Princeton's coni|>etillvc position
for students, for faculty, and for
financial support, would be less
strong than It now Is."
"Princeton Is confronted with the
challenge of adapting herself (sic)
to fundamental changes In scc-
on< nry education and in the na-
tion's values and mores. .
. . Tal-
ented young people of both sexes
today have reached a level of
academic and intellectual accom-
plishment, by the time they have
finished secondary school, that
makes most unwilling to continue
their education under conditions
which seem to them to be a pro-
tected passage between childhood
and adulthood."
"Essential to the mast able stu-
dents are means of learning from
each other. Increasingly, this
means learning from persons who
have different combinations of
qualities—intellectual, emotional,
and social. ... It means that men
do not merely discuss problems
with men of different backgrounds,
but with women as well—and In a
milieu In which such discussions
occur spontaneously and natural-
ly."
"Princeton, In anticipation of
some turndowns from accepted ap-
plicants .must admit approximate-
ly three men for every two places
in the freshman class
. . . those
who do come are a select group.
. . . Yet, all of these students are
not as good as we would like them
to be. The one man In three who
is admitted but goes elsewhere
often stands higher than the two
who choose Princeton."
High School Attitudes
Reply cards from the men who
declined in the last two years show
that the lack of women students
and inadequate social facilities,
combined with the general social
atmosphere, were the major com-
plaints.
"With the help of Princeton's
Admissions Office and others
. .
we prepared a questionnaire and
sent It to over 4600 college prepa-
ratory seniors at 19 superior pri-
vate and public secondary schools
throughout the country." It was
a "blind" questionnaire on many
topics, not mentioning Princeton.
The results were that 81 per cent
of the males and 79 per cent of
the females in the top two-fifths
of their class felt that coeducation
greatly increased the attractive-
ness of an educational institution.
Only 4 to 5 per cent prefer single
sex schools.
"Men and women bring differ-
ent approaches, different angles
of vision to many subject matters;
bringing them together In the class-
room improves the education of
both; . . . unsupportable biases
based on sex differences are more
quickly exposed and abandoned."
"Many persons believe that the
presence of the opposite sex dis-
tracts students from the essential
business of a university. We could
find virtually no evidence thot the
amount of time students spend on
social activities is likely to be great-
er in a coeducational environment."
At Least Equal Competence
"One would confidently expect
the women to do as well academ-
ically as the men
—
perhaps better,
in view of the greater selectivity
thai would be operative; to be as
active in all organized extra-cur-
ricular activities; and probably to
have an even lower drop-out rate.
. . .
Princeton would forego a great
opportunity for service were she
to continue to exclude women from
regular places in the undergraduate
college."
Foreseeing a boost to the human-
ities departments, I In* report com-
ments, "A very substantial num-
ber if our present facility view tills
shift In emphasis us desirable. . , .
The admission of women would
have beneficial ,lf marginal, ef-




In several pulls, It was discov-
ered licit '.II per rml « »r the pres-
ent faculty favored coeducation,
The lunger I lie pI'CVlnllR leaching
experience In cued situations, the
stronger Is the endorsement for
the admission of women,
'There is also a more general
question: Can this University, be-
ing a national institution, continue
to justify denying educational op-
portunities to any person because
of race, creed, or sex? We think
mil."
N..I surprisingly, the percentage
of alumni seeing women .students
ns enhancing the attractiveness of
Princeton increased with the more
recent graduation date, with 60
per cent of the classes of 1961-67
concurring. When asked if it would
be In Princeton's longrun interest
to admit women, 82 per cent of
this group responded nlTlrmatlvcIy.
"We favor admitting 1000 wom-
en In addition to the present num-
ber of men and we see no evidence
that this would have serious un-
desirable consequences.
. . . We be-
lieve that various new foci of in-
terest would be created."
"... To have less than 25 per
cent Is to give the Institution sub-
stantially less than the full mea-
sure of the many educational bene-
fits of fcoeducntlon). We recom-
mend that If women are admitted,
it be on the basis of one adminis-
tration, one faculty, one degree, one
set of administration offices, and
that the additional housing and so-
cial facilities be so constructed as
to facilitate Integrated social and
cultural activities."
This statement Is the crux of
the 50 page report that Is filled
with charts
.polls, financial evalua-
tions, and thoughtful statistical
analysis. With lengthy appendices
available on request .each conclu-
sion is supported by sound data.
The report underlines the state-
ment. "Unless we ore willing to
accept ns desirable that women
will demand a quality of education
In no way Inferior to Hint offered
men; unless we are prepared to ac-
knowledge that the restricted roles
of women in the past are out-
moded, and the intellectual talents
of women are 'an Important per-
sonal and public resource to be
developed and used with care and
courage'; unless we can embrace
all of these things. Princeton




calls from many groups which
need volunteer workers. VISTA
workers In Boston would like
girls to hel',» out for a few hours
each week. Also, n bright 17-
ycar-old boy nt Boston State.
Hospital needs tutors badly for
any high schools subjects. For
further Information, coll Eliza-
beth Michel, 237-9807.
IONATOW TO READ
David Ignatow will read selec-
tions from his poetry next Mon.,
Nov. 25, at 8:30 p.m. In the
Mezzanine Lounge of the MIT
Student Center. The Depart-
ment of Humanities nt MIT Is
sponsoring the rending by Mr.
Ignatow, who Is the author of
Say Pardon, Figures of Human,




In a random survey, News poll-
ed Wellesley students about co-
education. After answering wheth-
er or not they would like to see
Wellesley go co-ed, they were ques-
tioned on the means they would
favor.
IMnndy Grimmer, '72: "I'd like
to see Wellesley be more excited,
and I think having boys here would
help." She doesn't think that ex-
change programs really do much.
Faced with the argument that
Increasing the size of Wellesley
to accommodate men would harm
the small college advantages,
Fho commented, "People are going
to get the individual attention
they go after."
Marlon Yuen, '72: "I don't want
the school to become coed," be-
cause with present system, you
"sort of get to know what's hap-
pening nt other schools." She In-
dicated that she does favor having
moil In exeliniiRP classes, however.
I.enli OIK '7iu '"Tills place won't
cvlsl anymore wlllinut eoctllicn-
lloil." And, although she can't
Imagine what sort of boy would
nnply to Wellesley. she feels that
"We'll have to just let them In
and see what happens."
IHuiui Iionmls, '70: "I wouldn't
have wauled II when I came here,
bill I do IHIW."
M>Nllr< Ooiillon, '7 1 1 "Your life,
I lie real world, nren'l segregated
mid the male nllllude Is a hit
different," Calling for at least ex-
tended exchange programs, she
thinks that more students admit-
ted under a full coeducation pro-
grnm would yield better facilities
fur the college.
i.lmla Holland, '70: "lllllmntely
Hie only way Is lo nilnill men lu-
slend nf siune of the women.
School Is an unnatural environ-
ment anyway; It should not be
made more so. I personally be-
lieve In a college that would be
more involved in the urban envir-
onment;
. . . men would bring an
Increase in normality.
. . . They'd
belter do something quickly.
Viral Van Sleenhnrg, '70: "I'd
like lo admit men, ns opposed to
moving somewhere, or being sub-
sumed. ... I'd rather expand the
size, but I don't have any qualms
about admitting men Instead of
women. I think there's enough of
n feeling about women's equal In-
tellectual capacities that a sepa-





There's a real dichotomy
here now you Just can't mesh
your two selves, one social, on
weekends, one weekday, sort of
Intellectual. They Impinge on each
other, to a negative extent.
. .
.
It's hard to have guys as friends..
The MIT coordination Is Ineffect-
ual. To attract men of the caliber
we want, we need n more liberal-
ized view of the education proc-
ess .. . education nt Wellesley Is
prelly good, but It sort of lacks
spunk someplace. Men have a to-
tally different mind-set, and there's
a real place for the interaction of
those two minds."
Olnny Bregar, '72: "I like all-
girls' schools. ... I like the cas-
ual atmosphere of classes. I don't
think Wellesley has the set-up for
coeducation.
. . . What boy would
waul a degree from Wellesley?
There nre guys around when you
want them, but you can get away
.*r rn them, too."
Mnrgle Butler, '72: "I think it
would force n lot of departments
to become sharper." She would
like to see direct coeducation, Ideal-
ly with the addition of several
new dorms. "They could do nwny
with .siime of the security rules If
there were men here."
Joan Lovett,
'J2: 'The Institu-
tion is based on a separate but
equal Idea of education." She
thinks that If coeducation comes,
it should come all at once.
Davlda Rubin, '00: "I Just think
It would make the place healthier.
. . .
Now, It's unreal, totally un-
real." Citing the male profession-
al orlenlntlon, she said, "You'd
have people more concerned about
what they're studying." With more





by Penny Ortner '69
Underneath Its ugliness and viol-
ence, beyond its SDS jargon and
revolutionary slang, last spring's
crisis at Columbia has had a much
broader effect than Mark Rudd and
his comrades ever dared dream.
Perhaps, in the long run, the most
Important consequence of any crisis
is that it forces an evaluation of
the underlying reasons for its oc-
curence, be it an ex post facto one.
This evaluation often has a greater
and more long-range impact than
does the immediate remedy of the
particular symptomatic situation.
The riots at Columbia last April
hnve not changed that university
significantly, on the surface. The
Monilngslde Heights gym still
stands partially erected. The presi-
dent
,
though new, Is a member of
Ihc Old Guard. IDA relations re-
main essentially the same. What
has changed, however, is the char-
acteristic complacency of the Am-
erican Institution of higher educa-
tion. The eruption nt Columbia,
mid simultaneous disturbances at
other Institutions here mill abroad,
hove provoked or nt lenst prodded
Hie American university to a new
and pervasive IntrospecUon. The
dialogue that has resulted is a con-
troversial one — one that must
significantly change the'role of the
university and the methods through
which that role Is fulfilled.
I lot CiimiulsNlon Report
The evidence presented by the
Cox Commission Report: Crisis at
Columbia, supports the suggestion
Hint a number of common factors
underlie the motivation for change
at most universities today. This
fact is further confirmed by the an-
nual reports of university presi-
dents, Including Howard Johnson
of MIT, Kingman Brewster of Yolo,
and Robert Gohecn of Princeton.
While the Cox Commission Re-
port specifically accounts for the
characteristics unique to Columbia
that influenced the April uprisings
<nn incoherent student body In an
urban setting; "appalling" resi-
dence facilities; faculty detach-
ment; former President Nicholas
Hutler Murray's power vacuum;
slralncd community relations), it
perceptively acknowledges prob-
lems and conditions that are com-
mon to most universities and col-
leges today. These problems can
essentially be divided Into three
general areas: 1) prevailing stu-
dent attitudes; 2) the governance
of the university; 3) the role of the
university In society. While these
cannot really be effectively separ-
ated, they are similarly differenti-
ated by Kingman Brewster whose
1968-69 Report of the President of
Yale University deals with "Yale's
governance and Yale's relationship
to the outside world." •
Student Attitudes
The central determinant of both
student nltitudcs and the changing
role of the university stems from
the growing concern on the part of
members of the academic commun-
ity with the world outside the uni-
versity. It Is a prevailing atti-
tude among students that the uni-
versity is or should be a microcosm
of society. States the Cox Com-
mission Report: "For some of these
students their universities have be-
come surrogates for society ... If
the frustrated activist cannot beat
the system, he can at least Insist
that his own university should not
lend itself to evil."
The concept of the university as
surrogate society has been par-
ticularly prevalent in concern about
the war in Vietnam and about civil
rights. The opposition to the war
has been the "overriding concern
of nearly all students." (CCB p.10)
"The university became the focus
of both criticism and frustration
wherever It could be linked with
the defense establishment; in fur-
nishing class rankings to draft
boards, in making facilities avail-
able for ROTC programs, in per-
mitting recruitment for the armed
forces or war-related industries,
and in government research."
(CCR p.ll)
Racial Injustice
Second to the war In Vietnam,
the Issue of racial Injustice has
been of singular importance to stu-
dents. While Columbia's location
overlooking Harlem Intensifies Its
rnclnl problem, "racial issues and
the war on poverty also engage
the active support of a larger seg-
ment of the study body than any
other issue, with the possible ex-
ception of the war in Vietnam."
(CCR p.13)
Tills concern has been stimulated
In part by the efforts of black stu-
dents throughout the country.
These students "have made unpre-
cedented efforts to bring about
changes in campus life increasing
their participation and enhancing
respect for their identity." (CCR
pill Black students are still a
self-conscious few in the predomin-
antly white American university.
They still face areas of apparent
prejudice; they frequently feel re-
verse discrimination; they are still
being educated by white professors,
counseled by white deans, and Im-
mersed in a white curriculum. The
unresponsiveness by universities to
their efforts has caused increasing
tension nnd frustration. These pre-
vailing attitudes and concerns of
students are Im|>ortantly related to
the larger role of their universities.
What are the Implications of their
campus concerns for society and
the world at large?
A Changing Role
"In examining the conditions of
student life which mnke for unrest
at American universities it Is Im-
portant not to overlook the fact
that the universities themselves are
in a state of transition where they,
consciously or unconsciously, face
exceedingly complex yet funda-
mental Issues concerning their func-
tions and curriculum." (CCR p.19).
The question of the current role
of the university cannot be clearly
differentiated from the student at-
titude that makes the university a
substitute or microcosmlc society."
The controversy that results from
this assumption Is an important
one: can the university move to
implement social change nnd apply
(Continued on page S-7)
LIBRARY HOURS
Library hours during the
ThankNglvIng Recess will be
Wed.. Nov. 27. 8:15-5:00; Thurs.,
Nov. 28, closed; Frl., Nov. 29,
.0:00-5:00: Sol., Nov. 30, 9:00-
12:00, 1:00-5:00; Sun., Dec 1,
2:15-0:00 (regular hours). On
Saturdny nnd Sunday, the
library will bo open for study
only, with no circulation or
referenco service.
WABAN II
Wabnn II Is a one-edition stu-
dent mngazlnc focusing on the
past, present nnd future of Wel-
lesley College: Its structure,
educational philosophy, composi-
tion and alms. Wanted axe
articles, essays, poems, quota-
tions, cartoons expressing any
opinion on any aspect of Wel-
lesley. Contributions are needed
from all classes. See WABAN
WEASEL edition 2, for sugges-
tions. Send title and brief out-
line to Nancy Schclbner. TCW,
or Jan Krlgbaum, Davis, by
Nov. 26. Material Is due directly
after Thanksgiving break.
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'Academic Revolution 7 Evaluates CoxCommissionRePort -
Directions In Higher Education
(Continued from page 8-10) lows, therefore, that the tradition-
,, ,
a , i , °1 curricula and the traditionalIts knowledge to social and econom- nuii.^ni,,, „, - ,
, u. . . , . ,. ... philosophy of the role of the unl-lc problems and retain, despite this
politlclzalion, Its objective, unin-
hibited search for truth?
verslty are not completely satisfac-
tory for the modem student seek-
ing to confront his society.
Tills controversy is discussed by
Princeton University President
Passage to the Future
Brewster too firmly Insists, "Our
by Belay Bowman '71 certain institutions overwhelmed education and point out students'
The academic revolution has not the local character of many schools neglect of them. "The net result Is
been a violent uprising. According und students became more "geo- often thut both sides conspire to Hubert Goheen. He feels that there
to Christopher Jencks und David graphically distributed." More encapsulate the undcrgraduutcs In are today two dangerous critics of service to the nation and to the
Riesman in their recently published scholarship Opportunities mude a their own world." Students coin- the university: those who "wish to world Is still best rendered by pre-
book, The Academic Revolution, college education uvulluble to pluln that professors are unavull- 'politicize' the university and make serving Yale as a 'safe haven where
changes in higher education in the members of lower economic clusscs, nble. Professors counter thut their il a direct instrument of social ruthless examination of realities
U.S. have been the result of many also erasing some of the social pres- invitations to students are often struggle"; and "the overly timid will not be distorted by the aim to
gradual and complex movements tige attached to a college diploma. Ignored or accepted uncomfortably, and backward-looking who are please or by the risk of displeas-
wilhin and outside of the univer- These measures created what fac- The authors stress that students made uneasy by the university's in- ure.' " It Is perhaps more appropri-
sity. They maintain, however, that ulty members ideally viewed as a need the feeling that these adult novutivc and critical functions," ate to admit, as does Howard John-
during the 1960's, these forces are
ready !o decide not only what the
structure of the university will be
In the future, but also which col-
leges will survive In the coming
more interesting, aware, diverse,
und alive student body.
At the HUlr.o lime, admissions of-
fices begun hi depend more
manifested uchieveiuent of ucadem-
Ccntcr for Thought
son in his 1968 Report to the MIT
Corporation, that "in any case, it
Discussing the operutlve role of behooves us all in the colleges and
the university, Goheen remarks universities to understand the dy-
Ihut the central function of a unl- numics of our times as we seek a
professor! aix' taking them ser-
iously and professors often will
not unlcHH they ui'u making con?
trlbulluiis to their adtdl enterprise.
Students "feel irrelevant und ex-
years, ic ability. High school grades, and pendable und us fur us most schol- verslty is as "a center for thought navigable passage to the future."
The authors take an essentially later specific tests of aptitude und nrs are concerned, they are." — a place where searching Inquiry
historical approach to their subject, achievement were used to sort stu- In some fields however, "Imagin- and sober reflection are the order
tracing the development of differ- dents into those who would or ativc" professors have been able of the day And for that to be
ent types of colleges (for example, would not fit into the academic to bring students lo high levels of the cuso, a 'considerable degree of
men s and women's schools, Proles- niche euch school soon developed knowledge quickly and then these dotuclunenl—which Is u very dlffer-
tant and Catholic colleges, Negro for Itself. II is important to cmphu- hIiuIoiiIh lllive hi'Ult (ilile (0 Conduct- ent ll.lng from Indifference— must
schools, and junior colleges). Hut size ugnln, however, Ihul these thulr own research nod In this be
they base the chunges in the school changes were not sudden und not sciinc, contribute, Hot "the central
most likely to grow in the future, simultaneous or even complete In problem here Is probably not so
the university college, on the rise Ihe most advunccd institutions, much one of age as of the rclallon-
and spread of meritocratic institu- But faculty desire for an intcllcc- ship between professionals and
tlons. The meritocratic system tually stimulating as well as able amateurs." Most students feel In-
"Lries to divide people according to student body was responsible to a capable of approaching in uny way
competence, interest, and achieve- great extent, according to Jencks the elitist model of a professor.
Dean Speaks...
iMissiblu both for faculty und
students."
But the student Is Insisting that
his university take a stand on is-
sues of social concern. He is chal-
lenging his university to use its
potential "brain trust" to lead and
Jf?^*J* 2*5?« ¥^ "Whatever the Vensons. anjlhoy' ^^^^M^^tgin" (both social and geographic), opmenl of the meritocratic univcr-
According to the authors, "the par- sity system.
tial triumph of meritocracy brings How have these chunges affect-
are obviously many the fact ne- venu.y prepare him to meet thut so-
muh.8 Ihul most students feel ll.ey
c|l>lv< wn ,u. slU(lcn( „kc ^uai i Ilo a i.rrecl
. ., compete with their nrofes- T V 7. T . , i . ' . .
with it what we will cull the na- ed the roles faculty members see sor* and cannot r'lale to thS In "'"f 'f*,
UaP
^
lional upper-middle class style: cos- for themselves und their students uny other way either. So they re- Ji
nc
;
,anfi|»8 curriculum The term
treat into their own world."
The Case of Wcllesley
In its own way, Wellcsley hus
mopolitan, moderate, universalistic today? Today's faculty members
. .
concerned with equity and fair rarely see themselves as moral
play, aspiring to neutrality between mentors. According to the authors,
regions, religions, and ethnic "professors ut the better univer-
groups."
Role of Fnculty
Jencks and Riesman muintu..,
,
.
that to some extent, one of the ma- Uonul investment In their students' fw 1,10 m' l *' wn Professional
jor forces within the university social and moral development than un,u^" 1 '' Wellesley iI Coop Ed DisSeilt...
lending to the rise of meritocracy did professors a century ago." Why fl!Slon n,° Revolution
has been the development of how is this? The authors feel that the l,us b
.
ecn gently discussing this
faculty members view themselves easiest way to approach such con- Knp ut Wellcsley. The parUdpaUng
relation to their students und troversial issues is to avoid them. sutdcn,s fncul,v members have
slties und university colleges are ",WUya Xk
'c" ,,r hn
,
s fdmed to have careers molded
usually scholars or at leust pscudo- L
0 mortliicnillc institution. Are llshcd lines of p
lintoln, scholars and have much less emo- 1
c«I,» l,lu hUhIciiIsj less likely to ncss success." (
relevunt" appears and reapi>ears.
'The simple fact is that a constant-
ly growing proportion of the best
students does not look forward to
along the estab-
rofcsslonal or busi-
CCR p.22) It fol-
(Contlmied from page S-l)
changes Yale must now fund.
She points out that a strong mas-
ters program, such as that envi-
sioned by the originators of the
continuing education program
would enhance Wellesley's drawing
power, should the College decide to
alter the all-girl environment. But,
she insists that institutional weak-
ness is not the necessary nor the
desirable prerequisite for coeduca-
tion, hinting that Wellesley might
consider itself quite secure in terms
of beginning lo meet the challenges
of changing education demands to-
day.
(Continued from page S-2)
A co-educational intellectual ex-
were essentially local In nature, do nol care enough to devise or 1',™'"-™ ( 'eU'W "Indents) mill that
They attracted students from an supervise alternatives to the Way .»lU{i,-nl* «» »°l respond lo per- cou)(
area










,ons (fclt ,,v thus
speruti
Id be organized to benefit all
Involved. Many universities
academic ability, though social sure enough that they themselves
, ,JJ V, T , n.d 'catlons Hf some now olTer evening seminars and
class was a separaUng factor as it believe some of the principles in.- *?
,
,i.
deeper feeling. This tutorials, such as Harvard, and




„ ,^„JJ |Kri|f.b"Vm.. 6- are ab,° t0 cntlce fantnstic speak-Because many professors were fessors who are sure of their he- ""'
PREACHING IN WELLESLEY
The Rev. Cameron Wells
Byrd, executive director of the
Ecumenical Center In Roxbury
will preach this Sun., Nov. 24,
ut the 10 a.m. service of
the Wellesley Congregational
Church In Wellesley Square.
Students ure Invited to attend
an open meeting an coffee hour
with Mr. Byrd following the
service.
trained us clergymen, nol as schol-
ars, they assumed the role at this
time, of both acudemic and moral
instructors. "There was u time
. . .
when most college instructors saw
themselves, however reluctantly as
llefs In such urcUH, "find II Is poli-
tically expedlenl to avoid collec-
tive regulation of Mudcul behav-
ior."
Apprentices or Colleague*?
Jencks und Riesmun suy thut u
9
culls a "purudoxicul duality." If cirs
,
Mnny of Wellesley's cultural
students limit at li professor impcr- events would be worth sharing.
HOliulIy, I hey assume he looks al The problems of co-edoctttlon,
them the name way. Molerlng sill- llitiiiu.'lul, social and Intellectual,
dents may bu hcnllunl lo ask any- would he eliminated and Ihe benc-
Ihlug bill carefully formed qties- Ills would be obtuincd by such an
tlons (especially alxiut i>crsonul efllclcnl collaboration. Thus, the
matters) und ure afraid to impose «'« Is who chose the female environ-
or encrouch on n professor's pri- ment of Wellesley could enjoy the
vote life. Jan feels that this situu- a'mosphere.
lion has led to student initiation of
policemen whose job was to keep certain minority of professors and
recalcitrant and benighted under- administrators have today come to
graduates In line, exacting a cer- regard students us graduate ap-
lain amount of work and imposing prentices, Imlh soclully und ucu-
,
a measure of discipline." This en- domlcully anil "whim a certain on-
."'ni'''
"a^'PIMisuil t« Jencks before lust spring's uphcacvuls in
lorcement of soclul rules cuuseil u dergruduulc ilevlulea rroin this
great gap in faculty-student com- norm they lend lo say thai ho
munication even when academic Is- doesn't belong ut a university.' "
sues were Involved. "The students Since most undergruduules do not
were contlnuully struggling with want to or cannot act us uprcn-
the faculty, whom they almost all tice scholars, these professors urge
regarded as the enemy." more selective admission and "hope
With the rise of the professional tor the best." They let the major-
scholars, faculty willingness to as- ity of the students go their own
sume this moral role declined, way, "hoping that they will edu-
Teachers became more interested catc one another or pick up some-
m the type of students they were thing in the library or from lec-
teachlng, rather than saving their tures."
souls. As a partial result of fac- Such professors,
and niugniiiiiH chronologically eurl- universities across the country,
ler faculty Initiation. Right now, Whether or not current student
the faculty role may be more- one action becomes u historic (rend,
of respose, than Initiation. Tim II Is u trend that' the uuthors of
Acudemic Revolution was written this book neglected themselves.
Community Playhouse
Wellesley Hills CE 6 0047
Friday & Suturday Eves at
6:30 Si 9
Sunday continuous from 6:30
Other Evenings at 8
NOW! Ends TUESDAY,
SIDNEY POTTIER In
"FOR LOVE OF IVY"
NEXT! 7 Days Beginning Wed.,
Nov. 27
Julio Andrews In
•THE SOUND OF MUSIC"
Mutlnces Wcd-Sat at 2;
All Eves, at 8 - Also
Thanksgiving A Sunday at S
Parents Form 'New School'
by Candy Fowler '71 in the traditional elementary dis- school. As members of the corpor-
ciplines. ulion they have an important role
Study City in decision making. Parents serve
Is there an alternative to public















nre exceptions. Most faculty ent* think so and have acted on various parts of the Boston area, 'eachers, recruiters, fund raisers,™" S" IO ,Seck students of members, especially in the human- that belief. In 1966 they established and classroom programs include and in 0,her capacities. An adult






- the New School for Children, an the study of various aspects of education program is being planned
HvPrt in o> . u
SC Who
. . J* ,








>ircd current enrollment of 121 children 'ems of group living. Older stu- Professional teaching, and the
school A«» ,™?u ^ f"".
8 sch0,urs- Many younger professors in kindergarten through sixth dents are given opportunities to scn001 already ofTers experience
ege had student'"KTS with ?h1 r .Sf °f. ''lenUfy ' nt' B™de. The parents thernselves set teach and help younger children. '« current student teachers.
owever that overnM L ™1 Jl' T.0 ' "herwb? havc tnls opportun- the Roxbury school is to become an outside sources. The Friends of the




According to the authors the titudes of a scholarly facultv have w niv„ r, ? nd, !ntCero1 part of the e°nimunity. As New School, a fund-raising organ-
>cracy allowed m^ created u different kind' o'f ^L^^Lt^l^ I.ation headed by Mrs. Ralph May-rise of merito
upward mobility for the students between students












na"zed education. to supplement those of the public the Boston area. Adult and teen-
age groups are organizing benefit
programs to collect funds for de-
and also re-vamped the way profes- Scholarly faculty members who m "Vn° .r . . ° ' ^""PP'^en
son
i
regarded themselves^nd thS neglect unschola^SS^ cause 2evanCe^andTeeklT^ ^"T scho,uls and oth" agencies as well
» "dents. But first of all. how was them to create their own counhfr! child',^malSn t°n,,,cve,op as 10 ne,P , lts °,wn studcn^- A
^".tocra.ic system put into ef- reality. Professors rid themselves TnTtl hiTp ita Tefinc? hliSSf in ^^.^
wHl ^ established v , . ,., ,
uetter transportation ond «f quilt by stressing the individual term^ n f L o ,i Vk ,d-ssemlnatlon of information about s.udent's responsibinty for Z ^^^1 ^^1^22 with materials available to the en- spread belief in the goals of thetire community. New School Is bringing to It aThe parents own and operate the growing base of community support.
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Ten Colleges Join Alliance To Explore Coeducation
by Ann Trebllcock '70
Under Increasing pressures to
coeducate, a number of schools In
the Northeast have responded with
both analysis and action. Results
of the polemic range from the
Princeton report calling for com-
plete coeducation as soon as pos-
sible, to the recent alliance of ten
colleges, instituting Increased stu-
dent exchanges.
ten schools — Amherst, Bowdoin,
Cooperative programs among the
Connecticut College, Dartmouth,
Mount Holyoke, Smith, Vassar,
Wesleyan, Wheaton, and Williams
— hope to encompass term and
year-long exchanges of upperclass
students and faculty, "to increase
the educational opportunities for
the individual student."
Joint Urban Centers
The colleges also plan to explore
the possibilities of establishing
joint urban centers and mutual
M.A. or M.A.T. programs. Other
speculations include an overseas
bureau and a government center
in Washington, D.C.
All ten college presidents were
quick to accompany the announce-
ment of the proposal with the warn-
ing that plans were "under dis-
cussion" and had not been submit-
ted to trustee votes. As an in-
formal alliance, the ten colleges do
not form a closed group; there Is
room for expansion.
Involved in exchange with Wil-
liams, Wesleynn, Colgate, nnd
Trinity beginning next term, Vas-
sar views the Ten College Propo-
sal as a part of Its "experiment in
coeducation, In broadening the cur-
riculum offerings and in prepara-
tion toward a stated intention of
going co-educational."
With formal plans to admit about
200 men next fall, the Vassar pro-
grams aim toward "freedom, flex-
ibility, change, respect for indi-
vidual differences, and social con-
cern," recognizing that eventual
full co-education would be "sound-
er, simplier, quicker, and cheaper"
than any other method.
EU Adds Elle
Spurred on by Coed Week, Yale
echoed Princeton in its call for
Increased enrollment to accommo-
date female students as soon as
possible. Yale has recently encoun-
tered problems, however, in the
form of student resistance to re-
linquishing certain colleges for
women's dorms.
Colgate, according to the Bow-
doin Orient, has also announced
plans for on exchange program
with Skidmore College. Plans to
admit men are also being made at
Bennington.
Wesleyan, currently In exchange
programs with Connecticut Col-
lege for women, and Vnssnr, nlms
at an eventual ratio of three-to-two
(male-female) l^y admitting girls
full-time in the fall of 1970.
A meeting of a summer seminar
group of students, faculty and ad-
ministration at Sorah Lawrence
yielded recommendations Hint C>!>
men be admitted next fall, with
coeducation complete In two or
three years. F.mnhon editor Mar-
garet Buckman feels thnt the
school's president, Mrs. Esther
Raushenbush, prefers "creeping co-
education" to the bolder proposals
of the seminar group.
While some schools initiate act-
ion, other institutions continue the
debate on the discussion level. At
Sweet Briar, a guest speaker spark-
ed a flurry of controversy which
was followed by a student poll fav-
oring coeducation. Alan Pifer, pres-
ident of the Carnegie Corporation,
warned that "institutions that do
not go coed in the near future will
soon lose competitive position for
students, faculty, and financial sup-
port."
Conn. College Wavers
The issues of coeducation was
studied extensively by a Summer
Planning Committee at Connecticut
College for Women. The SPC cited
that foremost among losses incur-
red by coeducation would be "the
opportunity for separation, for ref-
uge from a world which men often
dominate, for the cultivation of the
self and the development of' in-
dependence
.
. . Tho college now
nffnrs women opportunities for
leadership which might ho J<mt If
coeducation were Introduced."
Other worries Include women's
subordination by men and a de-
cline In the quality of education
with the admission of men of In-
fo rl or academic qualifications.
Countering this were the consider-
ations for coeducnt Ion's contribu-
tion to "whnl It means to ho n
human being." Social pressures,
minimized, the roixirt continues,
students will want tn stay on week-
ends, cultural events will receive
more support.
Lively Debates
Among many other schols now
toying with the idea, the College
of New Rochelle, In New Rochelle,
New York, a Catholic girls school,
recently explored the Issue in its
student paper, the Tatier. "It is not
a token suggestion designed to dis-




it is rather a theory In the main-
stream of contemporary education-
al thought With the admission of
students of specifically dissimilar
backgrounds, is It unreasonable to
suggest that college policy address
itself to the other fifty per cent
of the .human race?"
Barefoot and Pregnant?
With its new coordinate sister,
IClrkland College, only a few years
old, Hamilton College in Clinton,
New York recently sponsored a
joint debate on the question,
"Should women bo kept barefoot,
pregnant and in the kitchen?"
After nn hour of sharp repartee ac-
companied by boos, cheers, hisses
and applause, a compromise con-
c I ii si on was reached: "Women
should be pregnant when thoy de-
sire, go barefoot when they desire
and In the bedroom when they
choose, rather than in the kitchen."
With a ratio of 7 to 5, Klrkland
ond Hamilton have found their co-
ordinate systems highly beneficial.
Direct coeducation, however, Is
the method recommended for Union
College in Schenectady, New York,
by the Faculty Committee on Co-
education, headed by Dr. Carl Nle-
meyer. The Nelmcycr report issued
this fall called for "the admission
of women to the undergraduate
college in all departments begin-
ning, if possible, with the fall of
1969. but no later than the fall of
1970." Union aims at the creation
of a three to one ratio.
What Kind of Uniqueness?
A poll of freshmen revealed a
50-50 split on the Issue, but faculty
comments showed that "many of
Union's outstanding young faculty
expressed sentiment that they
would abandon Union were coedu-
cation defeated."
Dean of Humanities and Social
Sciences Martin Lichtcrman was
quoted as saying, "Some people
argue that with the current trend
toward coeducation Union will be
able to recruit men from the stand-
point of uniqueness If It doesn't go
coed. That's not the kind of unique-
ness I want ..."
Wesleyan Houses West College,
Changes Dorm to Living Center
by Jan Krigbaum '69
When Wesleyan students refer to
West College this year, they're not
talking campus geography, but ed-
ucational experimentation. Launch-
ed this Fall as one of two Inno-
vative Wesleyan houses, West
College reportedly hopes to change
dorms "from mere sleeping quar-
ters to vibrant living centers."
The Idea grew from the feeling
that there were too few ways in
which faculty and students could
meet informally, away from class-
room or office, (Freer and more
frequent faculty-student communi-
cation was a key goal.) Once
underway, the proposal expanded
to draw fellows not only from
faculty, the graduate schools and
administration, but from beyond
the academic community as well
— Mlddletown's Upward Bound di-
rector is a fellow, for example.
Fellows join West College resi-
dents for any lunoh, and on Thurs-
days a sherry hour and dinner open
an evening sessions of anything
from drama to Informal discussions
with guest speakers.
A West College "experimental
curriculum" is exploring a wide
range of Issues In student/facuity
conducted colloquia which may
eventually be accredited. To
sample:
0 "Youth on America" will In-
volve student investigation "In as
objective a manner as possible of
idtimate effects of their society;
and an investigation of themselves
in as subjective a manner as pos-
sible." The class will occasionally
record and analyze student ling-
ual patterns "In order to compare
the interior, or personal universe,
with the exterior ,or social uni-
verse".
• "The Heavenly Man" will con-
sider traditional South Asian phi-
losophy in the context of contem-
porary Asia's crisis.
• "New Musk Performance
group" anticipates "a participat-
ory situation in which the free
exchange of Ideas Is accomplished
through performing rather than
through verbal expression".
• "Asian Problems" will use
Middletown as a case study, rely-
ing on community people In dis-
cussions of strategies of change.
Greater Involvement doesn't end
«iih student initiation of courses,
however. West College volunteers
are constructing parks In Middle-
town in co-operation with a local
development corporation and nei-
ghborhood improvement groups.
Others are working with the Mid-
dletown Housing Authority —
whose director Is a West Collego
fellow. The West College setting,
where 'seminars can easily spring
up on problems encountered In
work, or program leaders can be
invited in for trouble-shooting
sessions, has helped integrate com-
munity action and academia.
A House Organ
\ West College magazine will
be one outlet for the creativity and
communication the community
was organized to foster. Editor
Tony Connor's explanation of the
prospective publication reflects
West College's openended ap-
proach. As he describes it, "West
College wants a style of its own.
It wants to be more than 'that
group of buildings over there',
more than a motley collection of
students who might as well bo liv-
ing nnywherc else on campus. To-
ward this end, we are starting
. . .
something different — a mimeo-
graphed booklet every three weeks
(or more often if sufficient copy
turns up . . . Being cheap to pro-
duce, it can truly represent tho
prodigality of undergraduate writ-
ing .. . talented young writers
leave themselves behind quickly .
.
and their chance of survival as
writers Is reduced by the spurious
dignity conferred upon their work
by its appearance in seldom-pro-
duced, beautifully printed literary
Magazines
. . . What I envisage is
something neither spectacular nor
pretentious — a magazine hum-
*>le in appearance (but) exciting
and interesting for all concerned."
It may be premature to predict
Wesleyan community, but In Ini-
tiating seminars supplementing
university curriculum, In enliven-
ing faculty-administration-student
exchange, in drawing non-college
perspectives into academic dialo-
gue thru appointment of non-Wcs-
leyan Fellows, it mny signal a new
trend In education ultimately chal-
lenging conventional methods cross
campus and beyond. As one of the
Fellows asserts, the college must
be an "experimental and abrasive
force" within Wesleyan.
So What?
Of what relevance Is Wesleyan's
experience to Wellesley's re-evalu-
ation of its structure? It is strik-
ing to note that in size West Col-
lege, with Just over one hundred
students, Isn't much smaller, than
many Wellesley dorms. With din-
ing rooms In each hall and all
meals open to faculty, why have-
n't Wellesley dorms been centers
for dialogue — or have they?
Faculty-student Vietnam discus-
sions last year were conducted via
dorm dinners, and CG presidential
candidates held "fireside chats" by
dorm, (nun reaching large audien-
ces, many nmong which would not
have trekked to central all-campus
meetings.
Dorm-by-dorm discussion of the
Proposals presented to the college
this fall pointed up a diversity of
opinion which hadn't surfaced In
meetings of like-minded proposal
drafters. Do wo get enough prac-
tice In the kind of controversial
discussions these Proposals called
forth — and which West Collogo
often deliberately schedules Into
Its Thursday sessions? Could the
candor of these dorm debates con-
tinue if, in addition to the tradi-
tional all-college forums, there
were more informal dorm-sized
sessions pulling all present "Into
the fray"?
The success of efforts to enliven
Wellesley on tho dorm level sug-
gest thnt the Wosleyon decentral-
ization scheme Is worth adapting
to Wellesley, If not outright adopt-
ing. Why not, for example:
• actively seek "house fellowB"
from beyond faculty and the col-
lege?
• make greater use of tea or
ofter-dlnner coffee for brainstorm-
ing or music or poetry readings?
In short, why not exploit the po-
tential of the dorm as a living
group In which discussion could
mean the confrontation and, hence,
the clarification of contrasting
viewpoints?
As West College senior Tony
Mohr reflected recently: "West
College Is 'where It's at' but, more
seriously, It Is a community that
Is at once tightly knit and ready
to tear Itself apart." Can we share
more than the Initials of tills ven-
ture In vitalizing college resi-
dence?"
Playtex'invents the first-day tampon'
(We took the inside out
to show you how different it is.)
Outside: it's softer and silky (nof cardboardy).
Inside : it's so extra absorbent ... it even protects on
your first day. Your worst dayl
In every lab test against the old cardboardy kind . .
.
the Playtex tampon was always more absorbent.
Actually 45% more absorbent on the average
than the leading regular tampon.
Because it's different. Actually adjusts to you.
It flowers out. Fluffs out Designed to protect every
inside inch of you. So the chance of a mishap
is almost zero!
_^ rr«^^. - )
Why Uve in the past? I
tampons
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Few Study Colleges Farber Exposes Exploitation,
by Nancy Ross '69 that collect information on their \ / Z f^w m g ft ^O 0l'll<rl^»^4a A IVI ^
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self-study (Kd. Note: The following arc cx- true and what Isn't. Some teach- college professors . . . their most
oey'na^ Sanford ProgrumV the urea is uiTi"uliiiiut oen»»» taken from "Tho Student As ere insist that they encourage dis- striking characteristic is timidity
In his book The American Collezo completely unexplored lerrulll." *"'«««»•' "" urllrJn by Jerry Vat- sent, but they're almost always jiv- . . . Just look at their working
"We don't have any concrete Miss Zimmerman pointed out thut her In the Nov. I liwuo of Facsimile, ing and every student knows it .. . conditions. At a time when even
data for any one college or univer- such research problems lend them- » new^HU'or founded ut tinion Col- dlscouraeimr than
mi«ra,,t w°rkre« have begun to
sity on the student culture, the well to interdisciplinary lego I., 1968.) IhlsTuschwiL appSf to educa flght and ^ college Professors
faculty culture, the administration work f
i,ice economic .political, his- Students are niggers. When you J»
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Things are true up for nights and have" the pleasure
A student at Cal Stutc Is expect- because »ho teacher says they're 0f seeing them walk into the class-
ed to know his place
. . . The fuc- ,r,l° • • • room pasty-faced and red-eyed
idly tell him whut courses to take Hack in kindergarten, you found carrying a sheaf of typewritten
.
.
they tell him what to read., out that teachers only love chll- pages, with title page, MLA foot-
"Most major non-academic or- seminars on psychological factors what 10 write, uinl, frequently, drcn who stand In nice strulght notes und margins set at 15 and 91.
gamzations In this country have In higher education, one In 19G(i-G7 where to set the margins on his lines . . . And thut's where it's The general timidity which ca
research and development staffs and one in 1967-68. typewriter. They tell him what's been ut ever since . es teachers to make niggers of
What school amounts to, then, their students usually includes a
for white and black alike, is a 12- more specific fear — fear of the
year course In how to be slaves, students themselves. After all, stu-
Whut else could explain what I see dents are different, just like black
In a freshman class? They've got people. You stand exposed in front
Unit slave mentality: obliging and of them .
.
.
Ingratiating on the surface but hos- The teacher's fear Is mixed with
lllc und reslsleut underneath, an understandable need to bo ad-
As tin black slaves, students vary nilrcd and to feel superior, a need
and saclal tad,,.* change, so question remains, 'Why is kloulOBy i'n."^^™""""
E°"'B >«"«••'»• ">a«e. bin, cling t« hi.
Honors, Independent Work
Occupy Wellesley Seniors
by Martha Wesson '71 o i f ctors
"W id
Independent work in 370 and change altitudes toward war also, still so important In justifying pol-
3511 projects this year demonstrates
diversity as well as depth. Ac
recognize their own put- "white Rupe'miacy" . . . Teachers
m for what it is and even let their mnko themselves high priests ofExperiments In Psychology icy?" Although background on rebcmon 1)rcak t|irough t0 the sur . llrcano lnystcrIeg-
darlha Lnnr/wcll. .-ulvhuvl i.v 1 ntiieso and Soviet policy is dif- f,„.„ „. n.i i.. ^ ...
- inuicy on emotional reactivity, the " * rmuw,




P°"UCal gland weight, and ulcer-pronencss. Dnd associate professor of political lne fuss is nbout Dl .couse Mr
Past experiments have shown that science, works with Karl F. Spiel- Charlie "treats us real good."
Iv-focused study of progressive cd- frontal lobes of monkeys. First.
sl," |y'"« P»lltlcul novel. She Is stale these are the kids for whom
.icalion and reactions to it in New- Karen teaches the monkey that a «^l*^1*!™
.° I
lWOty ,0W Brad° ,S lorl,,r0'
Ion, Mass. has grown from Linda's raisin is put in alternate boxes.
»'»^ls to h icnch left literature of stlulllllCr and shako when they
general interest in the evolution Past experiments have shown that f""
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'
l^mus, and Malraux Her Hncal{ ,„ a ,,ror,.SNOri Who go
nl violent und non-violent ideolo- «Her removal of the frontal lobes
»«-«"icii IS
'
necled toward u basic iftroiigli an emotional crisis every
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irltj ui Newton who mil only quos
lion Hie motivation und respon
has been ulilu lo •l.-t.i i If Ihls
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Is due lo a process (such as iiitflil- «"<'» l^lllhlo will, Milvlhor MIMM
Aloiiu I'.vau.i professor ol iiolllleal
th - u c n iHUCli UN n el ' .
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ers from Mcudowbrook generally monkey surgery to discover which Wilson V. Glrard." Cirurd, an
do not do us well as students from I""' 1 of the frontal lobes is rcs.K>n- American GI In Japan in 1956, and
other junior highs, but Linda points sible for this failure. Charles Wilson, Secretary of Do-
om that they usually catch up In l'ollllcal rlclunces [
un!ftf
> l" llnl •" Iwn larger mtes-
their junior and seniors years. "The Slno-Ss'ovlul Conlllul: Diver- ''""s: wl "'" " <:l WniimilM an nf-
Ann Sherwood is studying twen- gunl Itwiiionses In I'lioiiomeiuiii or ,INt' w,,u" ,H '"' wIm " «»*•!*
lieth-century American his tory Revolutionary War" Is Marianne >»o ''"'etl under llin iionrlH of Und
textbooks. Mrs. Kalhryn Preyer, ChawluU's 3 7 0 I o p 1 c . Marianne "OUlllryV Douh (lie pivsldenl have
associate professor of history, is stales, "My originality will be with 11,0 l"»wer lo subject druftues to
her advisor. Currently Ann is re- emphasis and analyses, not in ,||L' l,,ws " f anollier country? Itheu
searching the various presentations facts." She expluins that ideology exPluIns that this issue may be
of twentieth century wars with op- is used to justify a policy geared Particularly relevant when hostil-
proximatcly eight to ten texts from to what leaders consider to be the 'tles ccasP in Vietnam und thepres-
each decade of the century. She national interest and Is not as im- L'nCL' of our troops brings, up tliese
has hypothesized that as economic jortant as other considerations. The vcry Issues.
Ridgeway Probes University Ties
In Military-Industrial Establishments
by Harbaru Sehlain, '60
James Kldgeway. The ' Closed
Corporation. Random House. 267
pp.
The rebels at Columbia, Students
for a Democratic Society on any
campus, the Dow sitters-in at
Harvard, have been the most vo-
cal, if not the first, accusers of the
modern university's complicity in
tin "niililiiry-Indtislrial establish-
menl "
li i in t lufccd Corporation, James
Ridgewai ubslanlintes the charge
uid gives good cause to wonder
win I'uer l he old vision ol the unl-
ersilj Di a community free to
" ,n »>'' lirohe, nnnamiiered
by economic and political tics in
iv search for truth, can ever again
exist.
The university today, Ridgeway
asserts, which was once run by
"towering men with messianic
views," is now run by "teams of
middle management executives"
who operate what is virtually a
kind .if data-processing center
—
["he undergraduates, for the\ir
part, lie In holding pens, off the
labor market, providing the ration-
ale fur financing Ihe university.
The older graduule students pro-
"li i heap labor pools,"
Under ihe veils ol secrecy, tax
exen i Hons, and (he ivori lower
myth, the large universities have
deeply involved with industrial,
llnuncial ,and really corporations,
not to mention the Pentagon and
HEW., so that is more difficult to
find a case involving no clear
conflict of interest than to spot
evidence of one.
Item: University oillcluls sit on
the boards of, mid usually hold
stock in, about one-fourth of the
•.ioo largest Industrial corporations,
six ot Ihe ten largest life InbUr-
iinec and utility eompaides, etc.
Item: Kingman Brewster (who,
along with Nathan I'usey, consti-
tutes (lie main exception to the
(Contluiu a on page S-i I >
'I'ln' ti'urhi'is I Know bi'.sl an
For one thing damn little educa-
the schools,
can't educate





They could, theoretically, insist on
participating in their own educa-
could teach their
on love and ad-
than fear and re-
lown their weap-
They could. Theoretically. They
have the power. But only In a very
few places, like Berkeley, have
they even begun to think about
using it. For, students, as for black
people, the tinniest battle Isn't with
Mr. Charlie. It's with what .Mr.
Charlie bus done to your mind.
4 HBUftTMAS
<MIIIIS
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High School': Is The Message A Happy
New Wiseman Film Asks Disturbing Questions, Demands Hard Look at High School
WELLESLEY NEWS Thursday, November 21, 1968
by Sue Wing '71
"High School," Frederick Wise-
man's new documentary, is a film
which transcends its immediate
purpose. Last year, Wiseman's
"Titicut Follies" presented such a
frank picture of the Massachusetts
Correctional Institute at Bridgewa-
ter's Prison for the Criminally In-
sane that it was banned by Boston
Superior Court.
Wiseman introduced "High
School" in a single showing Wed.,
Nov. 13, to benefit the "Titicut Fol-
lies" Legal Defense Fund. Over
and above this financial pur|>ose,
however, "High School" is a pow-
erful film in lis own right. Pre-
senting specifically n most reveal-
ing picture of Northeast High
School in Philadelphia, the docu-
mentary Is a provocative comment-
ary on our current educational
system in general.
Powerful Chornctcrs
Wiseman's characters arc rral.
They nre clnssmales whoso Joys
mid frustrations mirror our own
high school memories, Through
only one charnctcilzatlun, that of
the school's disciplinary officer,
does Wiseman make his inlentions
perhaps loo obvious. This dean
terminates one student's objections
with, "You should have showed
some character . . . Take deten-
lion."
Following a flash to the school
ring, on his clenched fist, the ad-
ministrator continues, "We're out
to establish that you can be a man
and you can take orders," and,
furthermore, "I think you don't
fight with the teacher: I think you
ask permission to speak."
Lack of Awareness?
Qne major theme of "High
School" seems to be a certain un-
awarcness of the recurrent conflict
between what is being said and
how it is being said. With apparent
equanimity, a teacher delivers the
morning announcement, "Tito Si>cc-
tntor CUlfo will discuss Martin Lu-
ther King's iiHSOHHlnnlluu at 3:10
In Room V2H."
After unsuccessful prodding, a
history instructor, reading from an
Index enrd, tells his class that la-
bor unions were caused by a) "dis-
satisfaction," and b) "very little
communication." Following this
pronouncement, the flash focus on
tllC students' fllCOfl, indeed, icvenls
Utile evidence oi communication,
iii i;> ullj ami (.'nlut'ldeiiee.
liven Wiseman's use of Incon-
gruity and ironic coincidence says
something — something about
methods or attitudes which are
strangely out of conlext with the
present needs of the indlvidunl stu-
dents, With a hand of gold on the
fourth finger o( the lefl hand, leu
fingers arc caught up in the frenzy
of A.S.D.F, space. Ringed with
make-up, a pair of young eyes arc
unable to get turned on by a mono-
tone rending of "Casey at the Bat."
Calisthenics are done to the
rocking beat of "Simon Soys." The
speaker at a sex education lecture,
speaking to girls about the pill,
happens to be standing behind a
lectern which displays, in large
Gothic letters, the inspirational in-
scription. "Whatsoever thy hand
flndest to do, do it with thy might."
Guidance or Restriction?
"High School" seems, moreover,
In cmphnslzc the creation of a par-
ticular NludeiA linage, 'lids direc-
tion ol Mimical Inclinations may in-
volve something as Immediate as
the Senior Prom. A girl who ex-
presses her preference for a short
formal is told that "formal means
long," and is reminded that "there
nre certain places to be Individual-
istic."
This channeling nf student ncllvl-
iich may also Involve mimi'llilng as
long-i'iingo as I he students' higher
education, In conference with a
student and her parents, the coun-
selor reminds the girl, "You ought
to have some college as a last re-
sort," and asks pointedly whether
she doesn't feel guilty that she's
mil planning on college, that she's
dlNiipiKilnlluu her parents who
'want to do the best" because she
prefers beauty culture school to
a liberal arts college.
Essential Question
A film without narration, "High
School" is, rather, a series of vig-
nettes which, together, ask the es-
sential question, "What have our
public high schools created?" In
part, the answer comes from the
rebellious student In sunglasses
who declares that his school "Is
completely sheltered," and from a
coach who reacts to a former stu-
dent's report of his classmate's war
wounds with, "Well, he's done for
succer or onythlng like that."
In the final scene, a teacher,
although she "doubts she cun get
through It," rends to the student
body n letter from n former stu-
dent who is ubout to be sent be-
hind the DM7.. In it he says that
he will always remember Northeast
High, that in this new mission,
again lie is Just doing what he
thinks he Is supposed to do. Some-
how we know that he will never re-
turn. Deeply moved, his teacher
concluded, "Now when you get a
letter like this, it means wc are
very successful at Northeast High
School, don't you think?"
')! Things That Must Be Said
"High School" can give us no
simple answers. - Northeast High




f A Guide for
Students Visiting Britain
Free I lO-pnge book jammed with
nJcas on how to live on a little and
sec a lot.
Where to find accommodations
for ns little as 52 a night, full English
breakfast included.
A week in London in a student
hotel for S.tO with tours of famous
London sights and visits to Oxford
and Stratford-upon-Avon.
A week in an international stu-
dent centre for $25.
Discotheques, folk singing and
jazz clubs, coffeehouses, pubs, inns,
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SI.
How to travel 15 days by train
with unlimited mileage for only S35.
London theatres, bnlcony scats
SI. 20—some gallery seats 90#.
Season ticket to 900 stately homes,
castles and historic sights for S3.
Travel-study programs, summer
jobs, summer schools.
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starting at $675, including air fare.
Concerts, festivals, operas, sports.
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reflected familiar fragments of any
high school. Instead, "High
School" can ask us questions —
Why were student voices loudest in
the class where members wore
sunglasses, bends, and Afro hair-
cuts'/ Why were student expres-
sions most animated in the class
where the teacher prefaced a class
survey on unconscious prejudice
with the assurance, "There's no
ilght or wrong answer"?
Why was student concentration
most intense in the English class
where poetry was absorbed to the
tune of Simon and Garfunkel's
"The Dangling Conversation?" —
"We are verses out of rhythm,
couplets out of rhyme, in syncopat-
ed time . . . Yes, we speak of
things that matter, with words Hint
must be said ..." These are the
things that Frederick Wiseman's
"nigh School" has dared to say.
Boston Critic Lauds
View of High School
by Alta Moloney
I Reprinted by permission from
Die Boston llernld Traveler, Mon-
day. November 11, 1!)G8).
The fuss over his "Tltlrut Fol-
lies" notwithstanding, Frederick
Wiseman took his camera next into
Northeast High School in Phila-
delphia with the co-operation of
authorities there.
The resulting documentary, High
School, is being shown for one
lime only, publicly for the first
time. Wednesday night at the
Harvord Square Theater.
THE SHOWING will be a benefit
for the 'Titicut Follies" Legal De-
fense Fund to carry on to the
Massachusetts Supreme Court the
appeal against a Superior Court
ban of the film here last year.
While "High School" is a reveal-
ing film, shot in the same tech-
nique used for "Follies," its
revelotlons nre reassuring rather
than shocking. It's a teachor's-eye
view In n school of 4300 pupils
from lower middle class homes.
There are some startling mo-
ments. A boy, reprimanded for
using a phone during class without
permission, says blandly, "I had to
talk to my trust company." A
teacher reads "Casey at the Bnt"
to a class which listens enigmat-
ically.
PERHAPS BECAUSE French
and Latin, olgebra and history
would be too stodgy to show. Wise-
man concentrates on the human
relations subjects and services
offered.
Thus the Dean of Discipline be-
comes n real character, showing
Infinite patience with a couple of
llppy kids, one refusing to accept
his "detention" punishment, the
other overly obsequious — getting
suspended anyway.
The school seems to emphasize
the help It can give the students
In the way they live and will live.
Calisthenics are done to rock
music. Mrs. C advises the girls In
n fashion show on pointers to con-
ceal I heir figure problems.
THERE'S A LONO discussion
with a girl about her having worn
a cocktail-length dress to the prom
— "formal means long." A Simon
ond Garfunkel record Is analyzed
In class. A large assembly of girls
is instructed In sex hygiene. In-
cluding the pill.
The sex lecture for boys gets n
lustier response, but the message
seems for both to be: control your
impulses. There's a choral class, a
lecture on Martin Luther King,
discussion of labor unions, cooking
class for boys.
And In a final scene a letter
from a boy In Vietnam, "sub-
average and without parents,"
who writes his old teacher as he
goes Into action. What the film
says In essence Is that school for
some gives a sense of belonging.
It's a good Job in 75 minutes of
black and white film, and quite
engrossing. Youngsters In public
schools here should take a look





The Outing Club will sponsor
a nUI film on Tuns., Dec. 8 nt
8:00 p.m. In the Recreation
Building. Bpfreihmentis nnd dig-
|nn .. ill f-llr,,.
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Writing Workshop AIIOWS Over-40
f
s Deny Generation Gap
Flexible Interpretations
by Joanne Curtis '72
"This Vourse is for you to do
with it -inat you want," stated
Miss Helen Cnrsn, professor of
English, "We will all write n cer-
tain number of papers and read a
certain amount of books, but the
way you interpret them is up to
you."
The course Is the English writ-
ing workshop, 109, on non-literary
works. The class is small (only
12 students) and is held very
informally. Miss Corsa stated it
would be student directed accord-
ing to individual interests.
As the course developed it be-
came evident that the students
were interested in literary analysis
as well as non-literary. A student
reading list was set up, that in-
cluded many diversified works. The
class is divided into five groups,
each of which Is responsible for
leading a discussion on one of five
books. There are in addition two
books which the class has discussed
as a whole.
Two books being discussed are
without group presentation are
.Joyce's Portrait
-of the Artist as a
Young Man, and, in direct contrast,
Thomas' Portrait of the Artist us a
Young Dog. Group discussions will
center on O'Neill's Long Day's
Journey Into Night, Updike's Pig-
ton Kcuthcni, Tlio Autobiography
of Malcolm X, Fitzgerald's Crack-
Up nnd Stokcly Curinichucl'a Muck
Power.
•'This course has helped me
a great deal," comments Meg Geis-
mer '72, "I have gained so much
from Miss Corsa's lengthy analysis
of my papers und our class discus-
sions. I really feel the class Is whut
we huvo.madc it."
In addition to these literary con-
siderations, (hu class hus (lonu sov-
eral papers on more noii-lllerury
topics. One fall day, Miss Corsu
dismissed the class to take u walk
around the lake. "While you go,
lake six mental pictures of scenes
you see. When you get back try
to write them down us you have
seen them. Don't Interpret them,
Jus I describe them,"
Another time, eueh student
brought In examples of what she
thought to be very good writing
or very poor writing.
Each student will at some time,
be writing one long paper of her
own choosing. Tli topics vary wide-
ly from creative topics to research
studies.
University Ties. ..
(Continued from page S-0)
above rule) told the author he be-
lieves that "sitting us both unl-
veralty official and bank director
is compromising." Charles O'Heurn,
his assistant, sits on the board of
the First New Haven Dank, whore
Yule maintains Its chief uceount.
Item; Grayson Kirk of Columbia
helped IBM with Its education pro-
gram, the cost of which Is about
half of Columbia's annual budget.
The Watsons contributed $1.5 mil-
lion to the university's lutcst fund
drive.
While students and fuculty pro-
test against secret government re-
search, the verbiage of udminlstru-
lors' denials is all that changes.
Item: 80C£, of MIT's budget come,
from government funds; 60% of
the budget from its defense lab.
Item: While Cornell designs
bombs and Princeton breaks codes,
the University of Pennsylvania Is
deeply Involved In research on
chemical and biological warfure.
Ridgeway's writing is generally
forceful and lucid, and not without
its humor:
Some go in for more exotic stuff
. . .
The University of Wisconsin
is responsible for the world's lead-
ing rat poison. NYU has a spaghet-
ti factory, und there nre persistent
reports, denied, that Yale Is In the
bra business.
Ridgeway's solution for emerg-
ing from under I he corruption is
lo open the closed corporation:
give students u role in governing;
elect trustees for fixed terms and
by all members of the community;
•
1 1 ii use slrict conflict of interest
rules; publish verbatim the records
of ull decision-making meetings;
require all private universities to
issue financial reports detailing
their investments.
Yet the crux of the problem,
which Rldgcwuy docs not seem to
fathom, lies In Nathan Piwey's de-
fense of Harvard's Inveslmunls In
the racist Middle South Utlllllos
corporation. "Our purpose Is Just
to Invent In places thut are self-
ishly good for Harvard. We do
not use our money for social pur-
poses," he declared.
How fur must one go to avoid
a conflict of Interest? Where is
the university to find the ovor-ln-
ereaslng amounts of money It
needs to grow, both qunntltallvoly
and qualitatively? How cun It
chart the delicate course that will
both better society and better it-
self?
Ridgeway's thorough house-clean"
lug will not nearly answer these
questions, but ut least It will be
ii much-needed beginning.
Well Co-ord vna+eci
(Ed. Nolo; This urtlclu api»eored
In the BOSTON GLOBE a month
ogo under the headline, "The over-
40's simply will not listen." It is
written by Dr. Benson R. Snyder,
chief psychiatrist at MIT.)
After the brandy and cigars
came the tulk. Three students hud
been Invited to supper. They si>oke
quietly of the gap between gener-
ations, the gulf between their ex-
pectation for the future and their
present opportunity. They ques-
tioned the relevance of their curri-
culum. They felt impotent to in-
tervene In getting their Institutions
to chunge or even listen to them.
This Htutcmcnl wus delivered po-
lllely, temperately, It annoyed the
president of u university und the
advisor to u governor. The voices
of the over-forties were even more
controlled than the under-thirtlcs
as they counseled patience. We've
come some distance und the prob-
lems are complex. Dldn'l students
understand, the older men admon-
ished, that all of them hud muny
llmllutlons on I hull- power.
Putlence. I wondered If my gen-
eration hud the elementary pu-
tiencc to listen before becoming de-
fensive. Their talk of complexity
hung like cigar smoke around their
own simple conceptions of students
and the purpose of cducutlon. More
talk. I wus hi a |K>ker gumo und
the bidding hud begun. Wo ouch
hud our own Ideu of how to pluy
the game.
For the seventh time in the past
two weeks, I was trying to build
the case for education having been
or ubout to be caught In an cco-
loglc trap. Our present modes of
adapting to our environment were
rendering us loss, not more, ublo
to deal with the chunges that l>e-
sel us. Thai's (he hug 1 curry to
such meetings. It begins to feel
more like a stone, and I have fleet-
ing visions of myself as Sisyphus.
After lunch the next day, the stu-
dents having left, an educator-
turned-partial-polltlcian was asked
to summarize where he thought the
problems lay with students and
their restlessness. This angry man
proceeded to give u 45 minute
"reading" from the pages of some
yellow Journullsm Sunduy supple-
ment. He begun by ultucking those
of us who had given weight to the
notion of a generation gap. He
said that youth today was lonely,
hud less intimacy and thus more
shallow relationships than a gen-
eration ago. Youth was afraid of
closeness, afraid of sharing. He
wus not "snowed" by the notion
that soclely Is changing. Only the
students' time perspective hud
changed. Our only problem now
wus thut students want what they
want, when they want It. To ac-
cede to their demands was permis-
siveness beyond which lay chaos.
Youth suffers from "pluralistic
Ignorance," un illness, I Inferred,
he felt over-forties were Immune
to. Then It cuine. Did we know
that more American homes today
had copies of Spock, I.e. permis-
siveness, thun copies of the Bible?
There were at least some In high-
er education today who knew the
truth and where they stood: for
order and lawfulness. They would
Impose them if we and the stu-
dents continued on our course.
lie used the words of social sci-
ence — "Identity," "rebellion,"
"neurosis," "pluralistic Ignorance"
— to alert us to the terrible dan-
ger that faces us — permissiveness.
The solution, whether academics
know it or not, was to hold tight
to the ;>ast order.
There is great danger for all of
us, student, parent, faculty or poli-
tician, when we como to rely on
very simple models of the world
of human beings in order to ex-
pluin how things work, how educa-
tion educates, how and why stu-
dents learn. For one thing, such
models leave out the wonder and
delight of facing the unknown, try-
ing the unsolved. There was a time
when societies were stable over
centuries and such simple formula-
lions like permissiveness were ade-
quate to the task of sustaining de-
cisions and choices about human
events for* many generations.
Events, technologies have surged
ahcud so fast that was relevant for
our generation may In fact have
little relevance for the next. The
simple view that has outlived Its
relevance, its power adequately to
inform decisions can be quaint, can
be romantic, it can even be gro-
tesque.
When the individual who holds
tightly to the model of his world
flmls thut it no longer works, he
often becomes furious ut anyone
who points out that events have
chunged. He has stopped listening;
his righteousness protects certain-
ly; he faces change with terror,
not challenge. He characteristical-
ly looks outside himself, not with-
in, to (Ind an explanation for the
failure of his view. In n circum-
stance that culls for taking at least
some risks he can neither change
nor adopt to the new situation that
confronts him. He begins to seek
a scapegoat to vent his anger on
nnd finds It usually, in the indi-
vidual who raises questions and
challenges the certainty of his for-
mulations. The man who thinks
that the complications will be sim-
plified only If the questioner Is at-
tacked loses the opportunity to
grow, to change, to know.
There Is another consequence of
this respones to rapid change. The
climate in the college or society be-
comes suffused with distrust, posi-
tions polarize on a plain of mud,
each in his own way frantically
puts on more weight and thinks this
form of strength will save him. He
doesn't know he has lost touch un-
til the mud reaches the level of his
eyes.
IF YOU HAVE PROBLEM SKIN
START HERE.
1st day. Nothing
but clean, clean skin.
2nd, 3rd & 4th days.
Have patience.
5th day. Perseverance.
6th day. Skin looking clearer?
7th day. And clearer.
It's really working.
Your mirror's a friend.
Your friends look twice.
Your phone starts ringing,
and ringing
Life is beautiful.
AVAILABLE AT ANDREWS' PHARMACY.
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Sociological View
Blacks Focus on Control as Integration Fails
by Stephen London
Assistant Professor of Sociology
The struggle for civil rights
has not ended, but the non-vio-
lent integrationlst era of the civil
rights movement has concluded.
Like most social movements which
attracted a largo following who ad-
opted specific goals and means,
this movement had n fairly defin-
able beginning and end. This move-
ment lasted for approximately one
decade, from around 1955 to 1965.
In this informal essay I shall
express some ideas I have been
developing with regard lo the ter-
mination of t lie non-violent, into-
grationist civil rights movement
and the development of the com-
munity control issue in education.
Basically I shall argue that the
latter can only he understood
within the context of the death of
the integrationlst movement.
Boglnnlngn
The mass social protest move-
ment against Southern segregation
began on Dec. 1, 1955 with the
Montgomery bus boycott which not
only legitimatized protest but also
generated an organization; the
SCLC. and a leader, Dr. King, who
gave the movement its moral
force. During the fifties the move-
ment remained a large but never-
theless regional phenomenon; In
1961 alone an estimated 50.000 peo-
ple in over 100 cities throughout
the South participated in some
form of non-violent protest activ-
ity. The following year the inte-
grntionisl civil rights movement
became a national movement when
it spread to the ghetto areas in the
urban North. However, in contrast
to the Southern movement, which
recused upon scores of social, eco-
nomic and political inequities, the
Nnrlhern integrotlonlst movement
focused i(s primary attention upon
one Issue - public school segrega-
tion, or as it became known, do
fnito school segregation.
In view of the present complex
nature or attitudes, both within
and between the black and white
communities, it Is significant to
recall tiny* It wos only three or
four years ago thai virtually nil
of the lender* In the black com-
munity, from the NAACP to
SNCC, argued that quality edu-
cation and a positive black self
concept could be obtained through
racial integration. In Boston this
movement opposed the "neighbor-
hood schools" and School Commit-
tee Chairman Hicks, while in cities
like Chicago it opposed the "com-
munity school" and the school
superintendent.
Dead-End Street
This Northern movement failed.
It failed because it was based upon
the assumption that the white
community would respond to the
challenge of racial integration. It
didn't take long for the realization
to set In that this type of move-
ment was pursuing a one-way,
dead end street. It takes two to
integrate, and there was only one
willing side.
This unwillingness on the pari
of white society to nccept Integra-
tion In urban education was ex-
pressed In many ways. I have
studied the nature of this reaction
In the two cities I have mentioned,
Boston and Chicago. In Boslou, It
was expressed very clearly; people
demonstrated Ihelr feelings by con-
tinually turning out in large num-
bers to vole In a segregationalist
school board ("You know where I
stand") and voted out anyone, such
as Arthur Gartland, who dared to
reveal any favorable disposition to-
ward racial integration. In Chi-
cago, the U.S. Office of Education
actually cut olT federal funds to
the public school system until a
publlcally acknowledged phone call
from the Mo-, or of the city to the
While House settled the Issue, not
only for Chicago, but, as many
suspect, also for Commissioner of
Education Keppel who soon re-
signed,
Hopeless?
Thus in city after city do facto
controversies waged hut the results
were the same, school segregation
continued to Increase and condi-
tions remained the same for the
majority of pupils. The feeling be-
gan to crow within the civil rights
movement that It would be hope-
less to pursue this means toward
the goal of quality education with-
out socrlflclng nnother generation
of children.
Thus a now stage began, for the
lie facto controversies not only re-
vealed and underscored white re-
sistance to Integration but also
intensified the movement In the
black community for quality edu-
cation, especially for the purpose
of nurturing a sense of individual
pride and dignity. Simply put.
many blacks began to say, in the
light of these factors, "If whites
ire not willing to integrate, then
the boll with them, we'll build
something better."
Same Coal
Given the focus on education
during the integration phase and
the dismal failure of that struggle
in urban education, it is no sur-
prise that education is a primarv
focus of the new stage. Thus the
goal has remained the same, only
the means have changed. Given the
reasons for the termination of the
civil rights movement, the "Inte-
gration" and "community control"
arguments are not inconsistent or
contradictory positions; they can
only he viewed In historical terms
as two very rational reactions to
two very different sets of perceived
conditions.
Tb-ski-or-not-to-ski-weekends.
You don't have to know a schuss from a slalom to love a ski weekend. There are
plenty of other fun things to do like tramping around the mountains... racing
toboggans... riding (he lifts... and gauging up for snowball fights.
And whether
or not, there's always
parties. ..and people
If you're a TWA
U.S. We also arrang<
places like Aspen and Vail.
OnlyTWA can take
Europe. Call your travel
you've been knocking 'em dead on the slopes all day
the apres ski stuff., .hot buttered things, log fires,
who like the things you do.
50/50 Club member, you fly half-fare in the
other very reduced rates. You can save plenty in
Sec below.
you to the best skiing in both the U.S. and
agent, your TWA Campus Rep, or TWA.
Atpen-Aspen Hlghlands-lllts-lselln Ski School-lessons-Brown Ice Palace-Skating and Hockey-
The Red Onlon-Meals-The Mountain Shop-Ski Rental
Vail
—
Vail Associates-lifts and Lessons-Qorsuch Ltd, -Ski Renlal-Red lion-Meals
Coupon booklets available at the TWA counter, Denver airport, upon presentation ol TWA 50/50 Club Card.
Boston U ...
(Continued from Page 8-3)
American Student Center under
the directorship of Dr. John J.
Cartwrlght. Dr. Cartwright has
five assistants in four areas: com-
munication and community affairs,
administrative affairs and liaison
work, program development, and




center Is concerned chiefly with the
recruitment of greater numbers of
black students at BU. The staff
Is working In coordination with the
Admissions Office to set up recruit-
ment programs and to solicit
money from government programs
and other sources.
The center is also working to
get the luniversity to honor its
commitment lo urban problems. It
has as an objective the strength-
ening of relations between B.U. and
the black communities of greater
Boston.
Curriculum Studied
The Afro-American center is
also investigating the curriculum
of the university in on effort to
Include more topics relevant to
the needs and experiences of the
black American. In addition, a li-
brary is being set up in the center
itself with materials on Afro-Am-
erican subjects.
The center has also established
working relations with the place-
ment office. They want to better
serve the employment needs of
black students both within and be-
yond the academic experience. It
is also hoped that they can help
black students to attain more ad-
vanced study grants.
More Black Faculty
The employment of more black
faculty members is another goal.
This year one new professor, Dr
A. W. Astor Kirk, holds the Mar-
tin Luther King chair of social
ethics, but this is just a beginning
move.
The Afro-American Student Cen-
ter also offers a number of cul-
tural and academic services to the
black student community. A black
alumni group Is being established
The present counselling services
are to be Increased when possible,
probably with the addition of a
psychologist. A tutorial program
and regular discussion groups have
been set up and next term a bi-
weekly lecture series will begin.
The center offers its facilities to
black students for study and re-
creational activities.
Coordination and Communication
B.U.'s Afro - American Student
Center serves as a focal point
around which all university activ-
ities which concern Afro-American
students can be centered. By co-
ordinating such activities for bet-
ter communication, the center's
staff hopes to be better able to
achieve Its immediate and long-
range goals.
